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Over the past quarter of a century, machine Learning performs an essential role in information 
technology revolution. From predictive internet web browsing to autonomous vehicles; machine 
learning has become the heart of all intelligence applications in service today. Image classification 
through gesture recognition is sub field which has benefited immensely from the existence of 
this machine learning method. In particular, a subset of Machine Learning known as deep 
learning has exhibited impressive performance in this regard while outperforming other 
conventional approaches such as image processing. The advanced Deep Learning architectures 
come with artificial neural networks particularly convolution neural networks (CNN). Deep 
Learning has dominated the field of computer vision since 2012; however, a general criticism of 
this deep learning method is its dependence on large datasets. In order to overcome this 
criticism, research focusing on discovering data- efficient deep learning methods have been 
carried out. The foremost finding of the data-efficient deep learning function is a transfer learning 
technique, which is basically carried out with pre-trained networks. In this research, the 
InceptionV3 pre-trained model has been used to perform the transfer learning method in a 
convolution neural network to implement New Zealand sign language translator in real-time. 
The focus of this research is to introduce a vision-based application that offers New Zealand sign 
language translation into text format by recognizing sign gestures to overcome the 
communication barriers between the deaf community and hearing-unimpaired community in 
New Zealand. As a byproduct of this research work, a new dataset for New Zealand sign Language 
alphabet has been created. After training the pre-trained InceptionV3 network with this captured 
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“Good communication is the bridge between confusion and clarity.” 
Nat Turner 
A Black American Hero 
Communication is considered as the core of interaction of humans. Therefore, language can be 
the most effective communication method for humans. However, this effective method can be 
insufficient as sometimes it creates barriers due differing the languages. In addition, different 
modalities of language, for example sign Language and spoken Language create communication 
barriers. As per the introductory quote, clear and decent communication can enhance clarity and 
the effectiveness. On the contrary ineffective communication may lead to community 
breakdown, and lack of intimacy and understanding. In this chapter, background to the research 
problem, the importance of a sign language research gap and research objectives will be 
discussed. 
1.1 Background  
Many researchers from different part of the world have identified a criteria list for defining the 
word, “language” in contrast to another kinds of systems in communication such as Morse code. 
This specific criterion for defining that word “language” should be observed as a collective feature 
which have been identified as sufficient and necessary in order to be classified in the natural 
language category. Since mid-20th century, many researchers in linguistic field have tried to 
define the word, “Language” and this has allowed them to go beyond from traditional definition 
of the word, “language” and to reconsider other features which were once considered vital to 
the definition. While language normally commences as speech, which depends on the vocal -
auditory channel [1], language can be also expressed a visual-gestural mode. This is basically 
fulfilled by recognizing human gestures and identifying them as symbols or signs. Deaf people 
make use of hand signs in order to communicate, so hearing-unimpaired people of the 
community encounter difficulties in recognizing the signs made by the deaf person as language. 
On the other hand, deaf people also undergo the same problem when they use their sign 
language to pass on a message to a hearing-unimpaired person. Therefore, it is very important 
to build up a system which can allow both deaf people and hearing-unimpaired people to 
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communicate with each other. Sign Language is not a universal Language as it differs from 
country to country and region to region and one gesture sign can build up different meanings in 
different places of the world. American Sign Language (ASL), Turkish sign language (TSL), British 
sign Language (BSL), Pakistani Sign Language (PSL), Indian sign Language(ISL), and New Zealand 
sign Language(NZSL) are some of the available sign languages in the world.  
1.2 New Zealand Sign Language  
New Zealand sign language (NZSL) is specially designed for the deaf community living in New 
Zealand. This NZSL is very important to countless deaf new Zealanders, allowing them to 
communicate, learn and take part in modern society.  This language is crucial to the 
representation of deaf identity and culture. Culture of the deaf people is well documented and 
contains shared values, behaviors, norms, humor, history, stories, arts, tradition, and poetry. 
Generally deaf culture is passed on from one generation to another generation. New Zealand 
sign Language is considered to one of the three official New Zealand languages, along with English 
and Te Reo Maori. This NZSL contains grammatical structure and features that permit signers to 
express emotions and thoughts, and communicate fully. However, New Zealand sign language 
(NZSL) diverges from audio/ spoken languages as it is uniquely visual. There are around 11,000 
deaf New Zealanders who utilize NZSL as the primary method of communication and around 
20,000 New Zealanders in total who use NZSL. Signers include family members who use this 
language to communicate with a deaf family member  [2].Even though It has been used for over 
hundreds of years, it was only declared an official language by the government of New Zealand 
through their “New Zealand Sign Language Act” in 2006 [3]. This recognition was the key forward 
step in improving Deaf New Zealanders’ lives.  
The majority of users of the deaf New Zealand sign language are deaf either birth or early 
childhood. Approximately 5% of the parents of the deaf are also deaf and those 5% acquire sign 
language as their native language from birth. Majority of the deaf children come from the families 
where there no other deaf people in their family tree, so the family has neither prior experience 
of using a sign language or no link to the deaf or deaf community. However, families have no 
choice: they have to learn sign language to communicate with their deaf love ones. Irrespective 
of requirement or choice, some hearing-unimpaired people and deaf children learn sign language 
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later. This enhances the usage of sign language in a country. [4]Dr. Marianne Collins was the first 
to document the lexicon and the grammar of the New Zealand sign language and from her 
documentation, the abbreviation, NZSL and the name itself appeared in 1980s. This led to the 
establishment of a Research unit for deaf studies at Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand. 
This unit engaged with the Deaf Association in order to produce a New Zealand Sign language 
research-centered dictionary. In 1985, first training for NZSL interpreters were able boost NZSL 
awareness, and later, an American sign language interpreter, Dan Levitt, engaged with the deaf 
community and guided the students to interpret first New Zealand sign Language dictionary [4]. 
New Zealand sign Language has some roots with British Sign Language (BSL) and Australian Sign 
Language (ASL), and so may be theoretically considered as “British, Australian and New Zealand 
Sign Language (BANSL). There is a 62.5% of match between New Zealand sign language and 
British Sign language (BSL); while 33% in New Zealand sign language (NZSL) matches American 
Sign language (ASL). New Zealand sign language uses a two-handed manual alphabet as does 
British Sign Language and Australian sign language. Sign languages like American sign language, 
Indian sign language on the other hand use one-handed manual alphabets [5]. New Zealand sign 
Language, like other numerous sign languages, is expressed with the help of hands, face, torso, 
eyes and the shoulders of the person using the sign language. Sign language is demonstrated in 
3-dimensional space called the ‘signing-space’ as shown in the Fig 1.1. 
 




Figure 1.2: New Zealand Sign Language Alphabet.AS SEEN BY THE VIEWER. [6] 
 
In New Zealand Sign Language, signs can be made with either the right or left hand and either 
one can be the dominant hand. Additionally, the roles of each does not switch usually when doing 
the fingerspelling. Whatever the dominant hand, it functions as the pointer or pen while the non-
dominant hand function as the paper. In New Zealand sign language, the vowels in the English 
language, A, E, I, O, U are signed by touching digits individually starting with the thumb. The 
letters C, D, J, K, P, Q, T, V, X, Y respectively are formed from the letter shape. Further, the letters 
B, F, G, L, M, N, R, S, W also make the letter’s shape. Letters G, L, R form only the letter’s 
lowercase. The letters ‘H’ and ‘Z’ do not come with any particular relationship to either its shape 
or position in English alphabet. A few letters, such as R and D appear backwards to the audience.  
Recognizing of hand gestures provides a natural, convenient, and intelligent approach for human- 
computer interaction. Human gesture-based controlling systems and sign language identification 
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are two key applications for the technologies of hand gesture recognition. Sign Language 
recognition systems are aimed at interpreting the trained sign languages by a computer program 
automatically to help and guide the deaf community to communicate with hearing society 
effectively. As sign language is an extremely structured and highly symbolic human gesture pack, 
Sign Language recognition serves as the basic for gesture-based human-computer interaction. 
[7]. 
1.3 Research Gap 
At present, much research has been conducted to implement systems for sign language 
translation adhering to human hand gestures. However, they all have been conducted only for 
one-handed sign languages (which use only one hand when performing hand signs), including 
American Sign Language (ASL), Chinese Sign Language (CSL), French Sign Language (LSF), 
Japanese sign Language (JSL), Indian sign Language (ISL). A few countries such as United Kingdom, 
Australia and New Zealand share Dual-handed sign language called BANZSL (which uses both 
hands when performing hand signs). Unlike American sign language, dual-handed sign languages 
use both dominant and non-dominant hands to represent their signs [8]. Performing signs in dual-
handed sign language is a difficult task compared to single handed sign language as performing 
dual-handed signs requires complex hand movements & shapes and less widespread. Therefore, 
designing a dual-handed sign language system for dual-handed sign language is much more 
complicated. There are no resources verifying that the New Zealand sign language has gotten 
through any structured and accepted gesture-based sign language identifying system [9]. 
Sign language translation was initiated with the development of the robotic communication. In 
1977, the first finger spelling robotic hand project known as RALPH (“Robotic Alphabet”) invented 
a robotic hand that was capable of translating alphabets automatically into certain finger-
spellings [10]. Later on, data transferable gloves along with motion sensors turned out to be the 
mainstream, and other projects like VPL data transferable glove and CyberGlove were introduced 
[11]. Even today, most researchers use a glove-based data collection system to translate the sign 
languages into spoken language or written language. Nevertheless, growth of computer vision 
has allowed cameras to substitute for those wearable instruments due to high efficiency and 
lower physical restrictions for signers. Little research has been conducted to implement hybrid 
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systems by combining non-wearable technologies using Leap motion device controllers and 
cameras. This method has been able to improve the automatic sign language detection ability 
and translate them into spoken language and written language.  
The novelty of the research of this thesis is to study how far it will be successful to implement an 
artificial intelligence-based computer program to identify dual-handed sign languages especially 
New Zealand sign language and interpret them into text mode or written format. To validate this 
study, a New Zealand sign language interpreting system based on human hand signs will be 
implemented. As a consequence, the deaf community in New Zealand will be able to 
communicate with the hearing-unimpaired community who are not familiar with New Zealand 
sign language. It is expected to be a practical solution to the language barrier between deaf 
community and the hearing-unimpaired civilians.  
1.4 Research Objectives 
The aim of this study is to find out how successful is translating New Zealand sign language into 
text format by training Convolution Neural Network (CNN) with human hand gestures. As this 
task is considered to be broad in scope, this study has been limited to training the New Zealand 
sign language alphabet and some other basic symbols. This research study is conducted to bridge 
the communication gap between the hearing community and the deaf community with the 
support of new technological endeavors. This system is designed to translate the New Zealand 
sign language in real time while adhering to the movements of the human hand.  
The Objectives of this study are: 
1. To study effective gesture communication with deaf people in New Zealand by devising a 
technique that converts the hand gestures of New Zealand sign Language (NZSL) into 
Digital Text format.  
2. To analyze the performance of the deep neural network, Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) and then transcribe the data gathered from human hand gestures into 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).  
3. To obtain an overall training accuracy of 90% or above and higher and reliable 
performance metrics values in order to validate the method while conducting the study 
in natural environment without artificial setups.  
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4. To develop an unobtrusive conversion system for both the audience and the deaf signer.  
5. To discuss the results and propose recommendations and openings for future 
improvements in telecommunication technologies. 
This proposed New Zealand Sign Language translation system based on human hand gestures is 
an ongoing topic amongst Artificial Intelligence researchers. This study will prove how much deaf 
community can communicate with hearing-unimpaired people using an artificial intelligence 
technique called transfer learning. This idea can be improved upon by introducing a phone 
application that is able to recognize and translate different kinds of sign languages into text mode 
and ultimately into voice mode. This can be developed as a vice versa version: After inputting a 
text or voice message, this system can produce relevant hand gestures according to that text or 
voice message. A web application can be developed to produce hand gestures according to input 
voice. Then deaf people would be able to understand the content of any video in Websites, on 
social media etc.  
The next chapter, (chapter 2) will introduce relevant published literature. Chapter 3 will discuss 
the methodology of the research. Chapter 4 will review the system design and determine the 
work needed to achieve the research goal. Chapter 5 will display the obtained results, and 
discussion of these will be in the chapter 6. The last chapter, (chapter 7) will the conclusion of 




 Literature Review 
Human communication evolved over the time, and has involved pictograms, petroglyphs, 
alphabet, ideograms, signals, sounds, and gestures as aspect of communication. At present, the 
dominant communication method depends on alphabet expression as orally by writing or using 
sign language.  The people who are suffering from either speaking or listening disorders (or both), 
are not able to communicate with each other orally [12]. The deaf are defined as people who do 
not have functional hearing for purposes of communication in their day to day lives. However, 
there are different categories of deafness: the congenially deaf who have not had functioning 
hearing from their birth, and the adventitious deaf, who have not been deaf from birth but 
became deaf later due to various causes [13].  
According to the statistics provided by the World Health Organization, there are approximately 
450million people worldwide with some sorts of a disabling hearing loss which is nearly 5% of the 
world’s population. They expect the numbers will rise to around 900 million by the end of 2050. 
Their focus is on prevention and protection methods to increase awareness and to enhance the 
public health measures [14]. In New Zealand alone, according to the New Zealand Sign Language 
Board, there are roughly 11000 deaf persons [15]. 
There are many consequences that needs to be handled for deaf people to ensure their 
environment is safe and normal. The communication barrier affecting healthcare and in public is 
one of the most important issues that deaf people have to face [16]. The main method of 
communication for the deaf is the sign language, and thus it plays a major role removing the 
barrier to communicating. Sign language consists of movements of the upper body including the 
head and a unique fingerspelled alphabet for nouns. A portion of the community who do not 
have hearing problems will also need to be educated in sign language in order to communicate 
with the deaf. Sign Language-based education, and the development of sign languages gives the 
opportunity for all the deaf people who were left isolated to be educated. Eventually, deaf people 
have been trained to take the role of teachers for deaf children as well.  Nowadays, sign language 
is considered as one of the musts by the responsible authorities in educational platforms and is 
essential for the development of the language usage worldwide [17]. New Zealand sign Language 
(NZSL) has been made as an official language by the New Zealand Sign Language Act 2006. In 
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spite of that difficulties such as lack of services for deaf community in most public places and the 
lack of opportunities in education should also be taken into consideration worldwide. 
Advancements made in New Zealand for deaf education is a prime example of advancing the 
empowerment progress. All these steps and improvements need to be made with a clear view of 
how they affect the mental health of the deaf community (defined as the impacts of hearing loss 
socially and emotionally). The economic impacts also considered with rising unemployment rates 
of deaf people; however, improvements in education and vocational training facilities are 
expecting to decrease the unemployment rates [14]. 
2.1 Introduction to Sign Languages. 
Sign language is a rich one consisting all the key features of a language; it can also be viewed as 
the most natural languages among all the languages in use. Literature since the early 16th century 
suggests there has been interest shown by humans in various levels of sign language usage as a 
visual communication method. Language has had considerable community exposure with ups 
and downs and went through a systematic approach in 17th,18th. After adhering of a curriculum 
to the language in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, Language proclaimed where it is now 
[18]. However, there is no universal sign language; differs from spoken language and has regional 
variation. 
Researchers began linguistic studies on sign language in the 1970s [19]. It has been shown to 
contain lingual information including different letters and symbols. Symbols of sign language are 
capable of indicating all of the sign parameters and involves hand shapes, location, movements 
and orientation of the palm. Fig 2.1 indicates the classification of sign language symbols. The 
principal classification is into single handed sign languages and double handed sign languages. 




Figure 2.1: Sign Language Hierarchy. [20]. 
In order to represent one-handed signs, only one hand is used. It can be either a static gesture or 
a motion gesture. For dual-handed signs, both of the dominant hand and non-dominant hand are 
used when signing. As examples, American sign language, Indian sign language, Pakistan sign 
languages are categorized into one-handed sign languages, while Sign languages like New 
Zealand sign language and British sign language are classified as dual-handed sign languages. 
Dual-handed sign language can be further classified into type 1 and type 0 signs. As shown in Fig 
2.2, both dominant hand and non-dominant hand are active when signing, whereas as per the 
Fig 2.3 the dominant hand can be more active when compared to the non-dominant hand in type 
1 signing. Sign languages contain manual elements but also non-manual elements as well [21]. In 
manual hand signs, only hands are used to convey any kind of sign and in non-manual sign 
language, mouth gestures, face expressions and body postures are used. In Fig 2.4 and Fig 2.5 





























































Figure 2.2: Type 0, dual-handed sign (both dominant and non-dominant hands are active) [20].   
 
Figure 2.3:Type 1,dual-handed  sign (only the dominant hand is in active  stage) [20].   
 
Figure 2.4: One-handed, Static, Manual sign. [22] 
 








2.2 Introduction to Gesture Recognition  
Even though hearing-impaired persons master sign language, few hearing-unimpaired persons 
understand and are able to utilize sign language. This has affected communication with people 
who are deaf and results in a sort of isolation between hearing-unimpaired people and the deaf. 
This gap can be reduced by utilizing a system which allows the sign language translation 
automatically into text mode, and vice versa. Numerous recent paradigm shifts in several 
technology fields are helping researchers to suggest and implement various systems using sign 
language recognition based on human gestures [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. Thus, several sign 
language recognition systems have been proposed for various sign languages, including American 
Sign Language, Korean Sign Language, and Chinese Sign Language [29] . The proposed sign 
recognition systems rely on either image-based or sensor-based solutions. 
The importance of and the requirement for gesture recognition has been proposed by Myron W. 
Kruger in the 1970s to ensure a human-computer interaction and interpretation was more 
systematic [18] .Especially in an age when the computer field is rapidly changing, human-
computer interaction and interpretation automatically has become an interesting and fast-
escalating area of research interest. Furthermore, related works that made a difference in these 
systems are: pattern recognition technique-based methods to recognize hand gestures have 
been introduced by Freeman and Roth; a static hand gesture recognition system based on a 
vector system which would be effective even with complex backgrounds by Naidoo and Glaser; 
and finally, Triesch and Malsburg’s method of recognition, which is based on user-independent 
recognition without hand segmentations, has gone on to achieve around 86% accuracy in 
complex backgrounds [30]. All above work can be categorized into the approaches mentioned 
below. 
Two main approaches have been named in sign language recognition: Sensor-based and vision-
based. A combination of both is also used as a different approach in modern-day research. 
Motive for using these approaches, in general, is to avoid communication difficulties caused to 
people who can talk and hear properly and for deaf people [31]. In all those mentioned 
approaches, five key elements are combined as elementary units, namely articulation point, 
hands configuration, movements type, hands orientation, movements type, hands orientation 
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and facial expressions. These are essential in developing intelligent systems for sign language 
recognition [32].  
2.3 Sensor-based Approach  
Sensor-based approach is a platform created to collect data using a variety of sensors. The 
procedure behind this approach is firstly to grab the data using a specifically equipped with 
sensors, secondly to process the signals of that sensors to a pre-determined level and thirdly to 
produce an output which should be an identified gesture. According to the orientation 
determined for data gathering, sensor types such as bend, accelerometer, proximity are 
commonly used in gloves that are commonly available. Importantly, understanding of the 
degrees of freedom in movement of the glove increases with the number of embedded sensors 
and the type of the sensors, which ensures extracting more accurate data [32]. Gloves with data 
collection capabilities were invented back in 1977 [31]. High accuracy in understanding 
fingerspelling and in sign motions, direct recording of data without any additional tracking can 
be seen as most important advantages of this approach; the downsides of a sensor-based 
approach are the inability of performing complex gestures and its high cost [33]. This approach 
has been developed, tested, and even made commercially available. Some examples relevant to 
sensor-based approach have been displayed in the Fig 2.6 below.  
 
Figure 2.6:Data glove examples for a Sensor-based gesture recognition system. (a) Data glove 





2.4 Vision-based Approach 
Vision-based approach is considered to be the more convenient way for modern sensor 
recognition systems. Basically, this method has reduced costs in manufacturing sensor heavy 
gloves and adding to that, it is more geared towards optimization that should be done in 
optimized tracking, and in processing of the tracking data. The accuracy of this approach might 
be not as high as the sensor-based approach, but it is more flexible and adaptive to the data 
acquired with the framework. Strategies such as “utilization hand crafted shading gloves and in 
light of skin-color recognition” are identified with the vision-based approach according to the 
situation [33]. The primary tool for this vision-based approach is the camera as the data input 
gesture recognition device. The system could be a single camera such as a webcam, video camera 
or a smartphone camera; stereo camera setup to provide depth measuring information; 
structured light projection methods to capture active motions and the inclusion of invasive 
techniques such as body marking, LED light systems, wrist bands etc. [36]. The process includes 
machine learning stages, motion modeling and analysis alongside pattern recognition that are 
computer-performance based, and the accuracy of the sign language recognition depends on 
these features. It should be mentioned that most of the recognition processes have an accuracy 
more than 90% [32]. 
Studying these main approaches for interpretation has suggested that a unique approach should 
be determined for the purpose according to the degree of difficulty of the language that needs 
to be interpreted. In addition, gestures and the word combining which are different from one 
language to another may increase the time needed to classify the key language elements. 
Comparing all the attributes of those approaches, with the accuracy, with the less environmental 
concerns in recognition the vision-based approach is more effective even though it has the 
expansiveness and the complexity behind it. 




Figure 2.7:Block Diagram for vision-based human hand gesture recognition system. [37] 
 
2.5 Classification of Hand Gestures 
Even though the process is complex in gesture recognition systems, the main logic behind it 
depends on the stage of identification in tracking where the trajectory is a predefined gesture 
which has been defined earlier with vocabulary that have been officially accepted or as a random 
hand movement. Technically, with various optimizations have been used, such as neural 
networks, support vector machines, Hidden Markov models have been used for classifications of 
hand gestures.  
Furthermore, while investigating the steps in hand gesture recognition systems, it has shown that 
there are four main steps that is being followed: preprocessing with hand segmentation; hand 
detection and tracking; hand posture recognition; and then classification of the hand gestures as 
the final step. The classification process is based on these steps and systems of different caliber 
will be using different sorts of techniques to adhere with those main steps [38]. 
There are two main groups of gestures, which consist of six dynamic gestures, defined in the 
gesture vocabulary, namely control and navigation. Difference between the two gesture groups 
depends on time taken to perform the gesture. Normally, a control gesture should take around 
2 seconds and a navigation gesture around 1 second. The tricky part of this process of gesture 
recognition is determining the start and the end points of each gesture [39]. 
Two gesture recognition classifiers should be mentioned as examples because of their 
contribution towards the gesture vocabulary. These are the K-means rule based classifier and 
Longest Common Substring (LCS) classifier. K- means rule based classifiers is a system consisting 
of two stages: one depends on the aspect ratio and the standard deviation of the available space 

















recognize control or navigation group gestures using a sequence of rule filters. Some gestures in 
the gesture vocabulary are not consistently or precisely detected in this classifier, so an improved 
version of the system, named Longest common subsequence method has been invented. Longest 
Common Subsequence (LCS) classifier method is governed by dynamic programming principles 
which ensure the precise angle of the structure of motion vectors and the trajectory. A 
comparison of the angle of the structure or in other words, the structure of the motion vectors 
output with the pre-defined model patterns of the gesture vocabulary seeks the desired output. 
Alternative starting points and user variations could affect the results which are almost 
eliminated by the use of more than one model [39]. 
2.6 Applications of Gesture Recognition 
Gesture recognition and their applications can be seen in various fields with many specifications 
attached to them. Considering only the medical system and the assistive technologies attached 
to that sector, there are some major implementations that have been generated benefits, such 
as resource distribution, medical instrument interaction and some therapy stages rehabilitation. 
Regarding the systems used, a common factor that can be highlighted is that all the 
manufacturers or researchers are eager to add components that the satisfy “come as you are”, 
“comfort” and “intuitiveness” requirements, and they are enthusiastic about improving user 
adaptability and feedback. Specific examples come from the medical industry lights in operation 
theaters which can be controlled using hand gestures, laparoscopes that can be controlled with 
facial and hand gestures, pointer movements together with button pressers which can be 
performed with hand gestures all help surgeons. Entertainment based technology development 
such as video games have also had a hype in recent times with the implementation of gesture 
controls. For instance, gesture recognition techniques have improved sport-based games by 
allowing subtle changes in movements to be tracked. Augmented reality-based technology has 
also evolved alongside with gesture recognition in this field.  
Another main field that has focused on gesture recognition systems is crisis management and 
disaster relief. User to user communication is enhanced through this application which helps in 
collaborative decision making between individuals without having to learn new terms [40]. The 
automobile industry has also started researching and implementing Advanced AI systems at 
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different levels by detection through image acquisition systems, processing it through a 
reference gesture set, and then to send a command to them. However, that is only the basic 
stage where few functions have gone through to the market; there needs to be continuous 
research and development [41]. Finally, as one of the applications of gesture recognition, the 
trending topic “Human- Robot interaction” should be mentioned as well. Hand gesture 
recognition is an important phase of robotic interaction nowadays, and in combination with voice 
command exaggerates gesture spotting, navigational tasks, and common commands. 
Importantly, through these uses of gesture recognition, usability will be enhanced and also the 
ability of data validation would also improve in a more reliable manner. These will encourage 
various fields to invest in research on gesture recognition schemes. [40]. 
2.7 Sign Languages by Regions and Interpretations 
New Zealand is a country where 20000 to 30000 people either directly or indirectly benefit 
through the use of sign language. Since the New Zealand Sign Language (NZSL) is considered as 
one of the three main languages, many patterns in teaching and socializing the language have 
been implemented throughout New Zealand. Many technology related programs have been 
instigated all over the country, such as online teaching, video coaching, all of which can be taken 
as an all-round plus [9]. Even though there is literature on initializing some segmentation using 
the available data with the NZSL, there are no such resources confirming that the exact language 
has gone through a structured and approved protocol into a sign language recognition system 
[9]. 
From an examination of Indian Sign Language (ISL), it can be identified that there are slight 
similarities with the British Sign Language. Generally, ISL has its impact in the South Asia region 
since it is the primarily used language there. Reportedly there are around 1.8 million deaf and 
mute people in India who can be considered as the most needed set of people to the ISL to be 
developed and socialized more than it is. As standout completed work under the ISL, Kamal Preet 
Kour and Dr. Lini Mathew’s system has helped in recognizing the 26 English alphabet letters in 
ISL with feature extraction using SURF algorithm and feature matching using Minimum Euclidean 
Distance Classifier. Omkar Vedak,  Parsad Zavare, Abhijeet Todkar  and Manoj Patil’s system has 
showed a 88% accuracy with the English alphabet in ISL which was using Support Vector Machine 
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(SVM). G. Anantha Rao, K. Syamala, P. V. V. Kishore, A. S. C. S. Sastry’s Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) based image processing mechanism where more than 200 Indian Signs have been 
detected with the accuracy around 93%. Researchers have developed methods of recognizing 
different variants of ISL, which is a positive sign for the future of the sign language and for all 
people who are willing to familiarize themselves with this method of communication [42]. 
American Sign Language (ASL) have more than 500000 beneficiaries across America and Canada. 
As a language that has a one-handed alphabet, it is developing into the fourth most commonly 
used language across the country. Its history dates back to 1817. ASL has 18-19 hand shape signs, 
24 movements and 12 locations which have slight variations with race, ethnicity and various 
gender and age considerations. Most importantly, ASL maintains a structure which consists of 
three sentence structures: namely question, command and as declarative sentences with a rich 
grammar orientation as well [43]. There have been many systems implemented using template 
matching technique, hand segmentation and with boundary tracing etc. to interpret the 
American Sign Language more precisely and to automate the process of sign recognition to the 
betterment of the society [44].  
2.8 Understanding Sign Language Databases 
From regional sign languages learning resources, there have been databases developed as 
projects which have a direct impact on further research work and on the implementation of new 
techniques into the recognition process [45]. For ASL referencing, RWTH-BOSTON-50 and RWTH-
BOSTON-104 databases created at Boston University can be considered as the key libraries. 
RWTH-BOSTON-50 consists 483 expressions of 50 signs and RWTH-BOSTON-104 consists 201 
sentences with 104 different signs. German Sign Language (DGS) can be referred to using RWTH 
German Fingerspelling Database that contains 35 signs in video sequences and with SIGNUM 
Database which contains more than 450 isolated signs and sign sequences used by different 
people. ECHO database stands for Dutch, English, and Swedish language variations [46]. Italy has 
also developed their own databases with video sequences such as large-scale ATLAS project 
which has a tri- lingual structure containing Italian text, AEWLIS sequence and LIS corpora-based 
videos. It has more than a thousand of signs executed and the DIZLIS project [44]. 
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2.9 Gesture recognition through Convolution neural network (CNN) 
Gesture recognition can be regarded as one of the bridges to human- computer interaction. This 
important tool of communication using the hands has had an enormous impact on machine 
learning or to human-machine interaction with image and video processing techniques [47]. As 
mentioned earlier in this literature review, among the vision-based and sensor-based approaches 
in gesture recognition, the more preferred version should be much more compatible and capable 
of real time interactions which brings vision-based techniques into play. However, for a system 
which is heavily based on vision-based techniques; independent robustness, efficiency shown in 
computational aspect, error tolerance and scalability should be continuously researched and 
developed [48]. To progress the recognition part in machine learning, it is important to get to 
know about the approaches such as the Kinematic Model which consists kinematic constraints 
that use a 3D model of a hand through a 2D. The model-based approaches have disadvantage of 
not having a reliable edge on the captures unless they captured against a high contrast 
background [49]. Hand gesture classification into Rule based approaches and Machine learning 
based approaches have opened more research opportunities and have gained more attention as 
well. In Machine learning techniques consistency, fault tolerances, communication, storage, 
resource management and the programming model have a huge impact and the efficiency, 
because the effectiveness depends on these parameters [50]. 
Artificial Intelligence (AI), which has garnered the highest research interest in recent years, has 
also been taken into consideration in gesture recognition with applications related to human-
computer interaction. Developments in accurate algorithms to extract any form of gesture which 
initiates from face or hand have been considered in AI based systems. As mentioned earlier in 
this literature review, hand gesture recognition techniques in a Vision-based approach with its 
extraction method and image preprocessing will have to go through more intense segmentation 
initially. Then it moves on towards gesture classification process where grouping would be done 
and in that phase neural networking comes into play [51].  
2.9.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN): 
An artificial Neural Network is a computer system designed to simulate and analyze the way that 
the brain of the human being processes and analyzes information. It is the basis of the Artificial 
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Intelligence (AI). It can be a solution for solving problems which would prove difficult or 
impossible to solve by a human. An artificial Neural Network has self-learning abilities that make 
them to deliver a better result output [52]. An artificial Neural Network is generally defined by 
three kinds of parameters.   
• The interconnection pattern among the distinct layers of neurons.  
• The learning procedure for updating interconnections weights.  
• The activation function which converts the weighted input of a neuron to output 
activation.  
A neural network system is generally represented as a fully connected forward network where 
every neuron in a relevant layer is linked to all neurons in the next layer, as demonstrated in Fig 
3.2. The connections among neurons are weighted, and the network ‘s learning process modifies 
each weight by feeding the collected training data into that network. Every training operation is 
been conducted while calculating the output error along with slightly adjusting the relevant 
weights to decrease the error in the following iteration. Every component in the training dataset 
is used numerous times to conduct the training and obtain convergence.  
 
Figure 2.8: Example for a three-layer Neural network. (University., 2016). 
 
Fig 2.8 demonstrates a neural network with four layers and three input, two hidden layers 
including four neurons in each, and one output layer. From the figure it is clear that the synapses 
or the connections only occur between neurons across layers not with in layers [53]. 
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2.9.2 Convolutional Neural Networking (CNN): 
In late 1980s Neural Networking has gained some interest in research regarding deep learning 
which has so many errors to start with, has obtained an evolutionary advance with Convolutional 
Neural Networking (CNN) which is a concept architecture created by LeCun and Bengio 
[50].Convolutional Neural Networking (CNN) is a class of deep learning neural networking where 
extraction and layer connection is used for classification as the major steps. This enhances the 
performance by reducing the memory requirements and the computational complexity. It can 
also be highlighted as one of the data-driven methodologies that has a data augmentation 
method which supports in deep learning [54]. The Deep Learning based processes of 
identification in CNN have two main steps to be completed namely, the convolutional layer which 
the input image, is separated into many images as a matrix, then a set of neurons consisting the 
split images independently connected to a filter starts the pooling process. The pooling process 
is responsible to perform simplification via reducing the size to ensure that the output will be a 
fully connected layer [55]. Several CNN platforms need to be architecturally built up to even 
predict a hand’s joint location in a 3D plan [56]. The bottleneck features or the bottleneck layer 
provides the platform with more subtle retaining information which is useful in the process of 
classification. This also helps the network growth and protects the system from tolerances. The 
error rate is reduced in more than 10% of the times as it is mentioned in the reviewed literature, 
that has used bottleneck features in CNN [57]. CNN has a significant impact on influencing 
important ideas such as sparse interactions, parameter sharing and equivariant representations 
which are traditional Multilayer Perceptron techniques [50].  
2.9.3 Convolution Neural Network (CNN) Architecture 
Convolution Neural network is group of neural networks which are exceptionally accurate once 
applied to the task of image recognition. The training of Convolution Neural network is normally 
performed by adhering to backpropagation method [58]. Fig 2.9 represents the general structure 




Figure 2.9: General Structural representation for CNN. 
 
Fig 2.9 represents the general architecture of the convolution neural network (CNN). CNN can 
carry out both feature extraction and classification. The feature extraction comes with two 
different process, convoluting which includes ReLu, and pooling.  The data is input to the 
convolution layer, which is the first layer of the structure, as small squares of the image (matrices 
of pixels). The square pyramids of the Fig 2.9 represent the small squares of the image data. The 
Convolution layer is responsible for performing the mathematical operation (Fig 2.10) to combine 
the image matrix and the kernel matrix. Then the data transfers to Relu(Rectified Linear Unit) 
layer to set all the negative values, which are in the matrix, to zero.  After passing through the 
convolution and ReLu layer, data enters to the pooling layer where the image is downscaled when 
the image is too large. The pooling layer performs an essential role in image pre-processing. This 
output passes through repetitions of convolution, ReLu and pooling layers [59] and later enters 
to the flattering layer where the classification of the images begins. The Flattering layer converts 
the data into a one-dimensional array (vector format) and then pass it to the next layer called the 
Fully Connected layer. This fully connected layer is a neural network, and it is responsible for 
combining the features of the feature map matrix to generate the model.  
Convolution Layer and ReLu layer of CNN: 
The Convolution layer is the first layer, the image enters, and that layer split the image into matrix 
of pixels. This Convolution Layer contains neurons, and each neuron is connected to a filter. A 
filer is weight matrix. The input image’s matrices have been assigned to one separate neuron. All 
neurons in each layer apply the exact same filter to those matrices. This permits the different 
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neurons to be active in different patterns on the input image. The filter itself performs dot 
multiplication along with the appointed section of that input matrix. All of those scalar values are 
be stored to represent that section in a brand-new matrix. In summary, the Convolution layer 
maintains the relationship between each pixel through learning image features utilizing small 
squares of feed data. It runs as a mathematical operation which obtain two inputs: namely, filter 
or kernel and image matrix. That mathematical operation is represented in the Fig 2.10. The 
dimension of the image matrix is given by h x w x d while the dimension of filter or kernel matrix 
is given by fh x fw x d. The output is given by (h-fh +1)  x (w-fw +1)  x 1.  
 
Figure 2.10: Mathematical operation representation between image matrix and filter matrix in CNN. 
Thereafter, the Convolution layer conduct the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu) technique, which 
decreases the unwanted pixels and enhances the non-linearity while replacing negative values 
by zero. Those values are placed in another new matrix called the new feature map, which then 
transferred to the following layer, the pooling layer [60]. 
Pooling Layer of CNN: 
The ReLu’s(Rectified Linear Unit) output matrix is passed into next layer, the pooling layer of the 
CNN network [58].  This pooling layer further reduces the convolved feature map’s size [60]. It 
gets the input image, then splits that into small patches [58]. Then that pooling layer gets a 
certain value from each patch and locates that in a new matrix. This particular value will be either 
average value, minimum value or maximum value. This layer reduces the size of the matrices and 
hence operates as a regulator of the network. That new matrix is called the new pooled feature 
map, which is then transferred to the following layer [60]. 
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Flattering Layer, Fully connected Layer, and output Layer: 
After passing through all the above steps for feature learning, the final pooled map should be 
flattened [61]. This is achieved by converting the feature map matrix into the column matrix. The 
fully connected layer is the penultimate layer of the CNN network [58].It conducts the 
multiplication with weight matrix and flattened matrix, then includes a bias vector to classify the 
input images into predefined classes. This output layer (the final layer) contains the class-
belonging probability of each class [60] . Nevertheless, prior to output the results and scores, in 
order to make sure the class probabilities are in between zero and one, the Softmax function is 
used [61]. The Softmax function is regularly used as the final activation function of the CNN neural 
network in order to normalize the network output to  a certain probability distribution over  
output classes which have been predicted by the final layer.  
2.10 Transfer learning technique for gesture recognition  
The main problem with Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is that such a large network requires 
higher GPU performance when doing the training process. That is quite difficult to achieve due 
to limited resources [62], but without high performing GPU, the task will be very slow. CNN also 
requires large amounts of data for a training from scratch, which takes quite a long time for 
training. Transfer Learning method has become the solution for those challenges [63]. Transfer 
Learning method is applied with a pre-trained model and it can leverage the knowledge from a 
source to enhance learning on another [63], which means the transfer learning technique is a 
method to enhance the domain knowledge by learning and recognizing more classes. As an 
example, a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) capable of recognizing dogs and cats can be 
retrained to enhance its knowledge and be capable of recognizing monkeys, or else it can be re-
trained to identify deer and goats separately while reusing the knowledge gained in learning to 
identify the dogs and cats. Due to the massive volume of computational power, which is required, 
transfer Learning method is also widely used in computer vision, and natural language 
processing, such as sentimental analysis. 
In the transfer learning method, the last few layers or the very last layer of the pre-trained model 
will be unfrozen and re-trained in the new dataset to obtain the required outcomes. The learned 
parameters of the network from the pre-trained resources are saved and stay in vector format 
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which has been transferred to new model along with specific and new data in order to train the 
model. Transfer learning eliminates the requirement of training the whole network by 
transferring pre-trained model’s knowledge, and this helps to reduce the requirement for large 
datasets [64]. Unfreezing and re-training multiple last layers will provide lower learning rate 
compared to unfreezing and re-training one last layer as this will support the last few layers’ 
weights. The selection of how many layers and which layers are needed to be unfrozen for re-
training depends on the new dataset size and the how similar it is to the original dataset [65]. 
Conducting the transfer Learning method on multiple layers using relatively small datasets, 
results in overfitting high risk. There is a specific size reference related to the number of network 
layers that needs to be considered when using the Transfer learning technique [66], [67] [68]. 
More specific and most important features of data are contained the bottom layers of 
Convolution Neural Network (CNN). When the original data is similar to the new data, the best 
result can be obtained by re-training the last layers or the bottom layers while freezing the top 
layers as they signify the generic features of the model. 
Transfer learning is a method which was implemented to overcame problems of CNN and to 
increase the usability of the system by leveraging knowledge from one source to another via a 
pre-trained model. However, a pre trained model is only a variant of transfer learning which 
includes a general method as well. A general method is an approach of modelling a pre-trained 
Deep Learning model on a problem. This method cannot ensure the levels of performance since 
it depends on the pre-trained model that will be applied. All the pre-trained models consist of 
many sorts of image classification data [55]. So originally it would be a reference which could be 
used as a pre trained models. 
2.10.1 Transfer Learning Models 
With the rapid evolution of the Artificial Intelligent field, dozens of top performing pre-trained 
models have been developed for image recognition tasks, and those pre-trained models can be 
directly downloaded from several resources. They are being used as the base for image 
recognition task and some other related tasks in computer vision. Among those, three models 
are the most popular models in the AI world [69]. 
• GoogleNet (ex: InceptionV3) 
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• VGG (ex : VGG 19 or VGG16) 
• Residual Network (ex: ResNet50) 
These are widely used in the transfer learning method due to their high performance and the 
architectural innovations in their structure. As examples, VGG (Visual Geometry Group) model 
comes with repeating structures, GoogleNet models come with inception modules and ResNet 
models come with residual modules. Those pre-trained models are very useful in performing 
transfer learning in Convolution Neural Network (CNN). 
Fig 2.11 illustrates the concept of transfer learning procedure and how it works in Convolution 
Neural Network (CNN). In Fig 2.11, the transfer learning procedure is presented graphically by 
using the pre-trained network A and customized network B. In the transfer learning technique, 
concept of Layer Freezing is used. As per that Fig 2.11, the initial layers which are displayed as 
rectangles are frozen to prevent updating the layer weights. That means, parameters of the 
Network A transfer to Network B and then initiate training the neurons of the specific layer set 
at the end of the network A or adding a new layer set to the same. After completing the retraining 
process of Network A, Network B can be obtained.  
 




Table 2.1   illustrates the higher-ranking datasets in ImageNet and their predicted accuracy and 
the parameters which are obtained by the ‘Keras’ official website. Further Top1 and the Top 5 
accuracies denote the performance of each model on the validation dataset of ImageNet [70]. 







NASNetLarge  343 MB 0.825 0.960 88,949,818 - 
InceptionResNetV2 215 MB 0.803 0.953 55,873,736 572 
InceptionV3 92 MB 0.779 0.937 23,851,784 159 
ResNet152 232 MB 0.766 0.931 60,419,944 - 
ResNet50V2 98 MB 0.760 0.930 25,613,800 - 
VGG19  549 MB 0.713 0.900 143,667,240 26 
MobileNetV2 14 MB 0.713 0.901 3,538,984 88 
MobileNet 16 MB 0.704 0.895 4,253,864 88 
 
2.10.2 Inception Model 
The pre-trained model called Inception network has been a major achievement in the growth of 
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) classifiers. Before the appearance of the Inception model, 
most of the popular Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) just packed convolution layers much 
deeper in the hope of obtaining better performance [71]. Inception network was heavily 
engineered (complex) and has been built using numerous tricks for increasing the performance 
in terms of accuracy and speed. The constant evolution of an Inception network has led to the 
formation of a number of versions of that network. The most popular versions are: InceptionV1, 
InceptionV2 and InceptionV3. Each version of Inception is a significant improvement on the 
previous version. 
InceptionV1: 
InceptionV1 module is implemented mainly to identify the proper kernel size for a certain 
convolution operation. Then the developers designed an Inception model which included filters 
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with different sizes while operating in the same level. That makes the network a bit wider rather 
than deeper. The network architecture is shown in the Fig 2.12 and is called “Naïve Inception 
Model”. It is able to act upon convolution inputs with three unique sizes of filters namely, 1x1, 
3x3, and 5x5. Addition to that it can perform maximum pooling. Then it can concatenate and 
send the outputs to the inception module which is next in line.  
 
Figure 2.12:Naive Version of Inception Module. [72] 
 
As mentioned earlier, Deep Neural Networks have been computationally expensive. In order to 
decrease the computational cost, the number of input channels has to be limited by adding 
additional 1x1 convolution prior to both 3x3 convolution and 5x5 convolution. Even though 
adding an additional operation seems to be counterintuitive, convolutions like 1x1 are cheaper 
than convolution like 5x5, and it reduces the input channel quantity.  Therefore, the naïve version 
of the inception module was modified to obtain the neural network architecture of GoogleNet 









Figure 2.14: InceptionV1 Architecture. [72]  
 
The architecture of GoogleNet (InceptionV1) is show in the Fig 2.14. This GoogleNet module has 
nine separate inception modules piled linearly and twenty-two layers. Including pooling layers, 
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there are twenty-seven layers altogether. The module utilizes a global average pooling type at 
the end of the final inception module. It is a deep classifier. Two auxiliary classifiers have been 
introduced in order to avoid dying out the middle section of the network. SoftMax has been 
applied to the outputs of 2 inception modules while computing an auxiliary loss across the same 
labels. The total loss of the function includes the weight sum auxiliary loss and real loss. 
InceptionV2: 
Later GoogleNet developers upgraded the Inception module by increasing the overall accuracy 
and the decreasing the computational complexity. The GoogleNet(InceptionV2) module was 
introduced by modifying the following [72]. 
• Factorizing the 5x5 convolution into 3x3 convolution process in order to improve 
computational speed of the module. This has been shown in the Fig 2.15 below. It can be 
identified that the 5x5 convolution at the left most corner of the older inception module 
(refer Fig 2.13) has been replaced by two numbers of 3x3 convolutions. 
 




• The developers have further factorized the filter size nxn convolutions to a mixture of nx1 
and 1xn convolutions. They have found that this technique could be 33% cheaper than using 
a 3x3 convolution. This has been illustrated in Fig 2.16 below.  
 
Figure 2.16:Modified InceptionV2 module according to 2nd principle.  [72] 
• The filter banks of the Inception module are expanded widely but not deeply to eliminate 
the representative bottleneck. If the module is created much deeper, there will be an 
unnecessary reduction in module dimension which leads to loss of information. This is 
demonstrated in Fig 2.17. 
 





The auxiliary classifiers of InceptionV2 did not provide much up to the final part of the training 
process [72].Then the GoogleNet developers have investigated possible techniques to modify the 
InceptionV2 module without drastically changing the entire module. They have been able to do 
the necessary upgrades identified in the InceptionV2 module. In addition to those upgrades, 
following features have been also added to InceptionV3 module.  
1. Factorized 7x7 convolutions. 
2. RMSProp Optimizer. 
3. Label Smoothing (This is one type of regularizing gadget has been added up to loss 
formula which avoid the network from turn out to be too confidence on a class. This can 
prevent over fitting.) 
4. Batch Normalization to Auxiliary Classifier.  
This InceptionV3 module has been widely used as an image recognition model with higher 
accuracy at the ImageNet dataset. This model has become the culmination for numerous 
innovative ideas implemented by various researchers over the past years [72]. Briefly, the 
InceptionV3 model of GoogleNet consists of asymmetric and symmetric building blocks that 
include convolution, max pooling (where maximum value for every patch on CNN feature map is 
calculated), average pooling (where average value for every patch on CNN feature map is 
calculated), dropout (hidden and visible ignored neurons) fully-connected layers and 
concatenated. Batchnorm or batch normalization (which is one the techniques used to train deep 
neural networks which standardizes inputs to certain layer of each mini batch) has been used 
right through the model and is utilized to the inputs in the activation. Softmax is used to compute 
the Loss in the IceptionV3 model.  
InceptionV3 model has been illustrated in the Fig 2.18. In this model, basic convolutional 
operations including 1x1 kernels and 3X3 kernels learn the lower-level feature mappings of the 
model. Further multi-scale module feature representations have been concatenated for feeding 
into auxiliary classifiers together with diverse kernels in convolution (example: 1 × 1, 3 × 1, 1 × 3, 
3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7 and 1 × 7 filters), which are utilized for producing greater convergence 
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performance. Then, the Softmax classifier is used to generate a vector with a certain class 
probability.  
 
Figure 2.18: InceptionV3 model Architecture. 
2.11 NVIDIA’S Jetson Nano Kit 
NVIDIA Jetson Nano can be used as the main computer to conduct the training of image 
classification through Convolution neural network (CNN).  NVIDIA’S Jetson Platform has initiated 
in 2014 to empower the embedded computing scenario with artificial intelligence. The Jetson 
Nano Developer Kit was launched in March 2019 and it has become one of the most interesting 
and affordable pieces of technology [73]. “Jetson Nano is one of the latest offerings from NVIDIA 
for AI applications in edge computing” [74]. The Jetson Nano Developer Kit is delivering powerful 
performances in the already used models such as image classification, segmentation, object 
detection, image processing, and pose estimation. This embedded computing is widely used in 
the Internet of Things (IoT) based systems, robotics and even in retail and agriculture. 
In these sorts of recognition and processing scenarios, a system with a low power embedded 
Graphic Processing was essential for running various neural networks simultaneously and the 
computer vision algorithm techniques used for image recognition. Since it was selected for this 
research project, it should be mentioned that the Jetson Nano is able to run with advanced neural 
networks in widespread machine learning frameworks such as Pytorch, Keras, TensorFlow which 
are discussed further in the chapter 3 and chapter 4 of this thesis. Its innovative integrated 
accelerator hardware can be highlighted as one of the major steps towards the betterment of 
automatic learning algorithms. Key features of the NVIDIA’S Jetson Nano are the low power 
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consumption due to its lightweight and real time performance in both hardware and algorithms 
[74].Ubuntu 18.04 LTS is the compatible operating system for this embedded computer, Jetson 
Nano, which is heavily reliable, even though the competitors such as Raspberry Pi 4 is officially a 
supported for 3 different operating systems.  
Selection of a dedicated deep learning library is also critical for the buildup of the system which 
will simply the process with fast optimization algorithms. As examples of deep learning libraries, 
TensorFlow library which is a development of Google and Pytorch library which is a development 
of Facebook, have a high popularity rate. TensorFlow allows single and distributed architecture 
in a C++ based lower layer and supports several interfaces with complete functionality. Pytorch 
is a scientific computing framework which has a straightforward approach that could be easily 
reused and combined, even though limited resources are a downside. This uses Lua and C++ as 
the base language.  Also, there are libraries such as Theano, Caffe and MXNET garner somewhat 
less interest compared to the two variants discussed because of the complexity in their 
techniques, small user bases, and maintenance issues. Developers tend to use fast optimization 
algorithms to enhance stability in systems [50]. Python is used as one of the interfaces or the 
language for these systems. Mostly Python scripts dominate the process, and all the deep 
learning libraries are opened with Python interfaces. The ability of Python to learn and the 
convenience it provides in training almost every deep learning model ensures the rapid 
development of Python as a language. It is important to build up strong configurations and 
arguments in the coding part of Python scripts to ensure image processing perfection. In this 
research study, TensorFlow has been used as the main open-source library and Python has been 





The prior chapters elaborated the research objectives and research gap to be addressed in this 
study. With these in mind, the research Methodology for the study is based on the conviction 
that, 
“Dual-handed sign Languages, especially New Zealand sign language can be interpreted into 
text mode based on human hand gestures”.    
This chapter discuss on research strategy and the key performance matrices for evaluating the 
hypothesis. The identified Key Performance measures of the proposed study will be discussed in 
the chapter 4, System Design and Development.  
3.1 Research Strategy. 
This study focuses on studying how sign language gesture communication can be translated to 
written language using an Artificial Intelligence based system. As the initial step of the research, 
the hypothesis has been developed along with its objectives. The objectives of this research are 
developed to demonstrate the achievements of this work and how far it verifies the hypothesis. 
Key performance Indicators (KPI) are identified to provide a quantifiable performance 
measurement to define and exhibit the success factors and evaluate the progress towards the 
accomplishment of research goals. In order to verify the hypothesis, Convolution neural network 
(CNN) training has been initiated to implement a dual-handed sign language translator which 
would be a solution for the language barrier between deaf community and the hearing-
unimpaired community. 
A system for New Zealand Sign Language Gesture Recognition through computer vision and 
translating them into text mode has been designed, developed, evaluated, and compared with 
actual sign language gestures to verify the hypothesis of this study. Before initiating the system 
training, the required dataset needs to be collected. This has been done through a video camera 
to extract the image frames for each predetermined class. After collecting the dataset, training 
of the system has begun. The training program, which has been developed through Python 
language, has conducted the feeding operation of the dataset to the system, data pre-processing 
operation, feature extraction operation and final training of the CNN system. Apart from that, 
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that program has been designed to obtain the overall final test accuracy of the trained system 
and each train accuracy, validation accuracy and cross entropy at each step.  
KPIs defined at the beginning of the study have been evaluated using the output from the CNN 
system. The Python training program has been set to provide the confusion matrix and for each 
letter which has been trained in the CNN network and the learning curves of the trained system. 
Then adhering to that confusion matrix data, F1 score which is another KPI of the research, has 
been calculated. These calculated KPIs are used as measurable values which demonstrate how 
effectively the trained Convolution neural network (CNN) system is achieving the key objectives 
of the research. As the output of the study, an application has been developed to translate the 
New Zealand gesture signs into written language in real time. This system has been tested with 
several approaches to verify the accuracy of each letter prediction. This system is supposed to 
translate New Zealand signs for the English alphabet and other custom symbols into text format. 
Most importantly it is expected to translate the signs continuously to display them as entire 
sentences.    
3.2 Method Analysis 
This proposed sign language translation system has been implemented through a computer 
desktop with 720P ‘Logi’ web camera and a NVIDIA Jetson nano Developer kit. The images of the 
human gestures have been captured by the ‘Logi’ camera and that images feed into the 
programmed system. The signer needs to perform their signing to the specific frame space of the 
desktop program and the system is designed to crop and resize the images captured by the 




Figure 3.1:Conceptual framework. 
It is necessary to gather the training dataset for the training of CNN network as the dual-handed 
sign language gesture image sets is not available in any resource as research on translating dual-
handed sign languages, like New Zealand Sign language, has not yet been performed. As per the 
Fig 3.1, a set of gesture dataset is acquired by a camera, which has been used as training data, 
testing data and validation data in the training process of the network. Training dataset is the 
sample of data which is used to train and fit the model. Training of the model is actually 
conducted by this training dataset. A validation dataset is used to generate the unbiased 
evaluation for the model, which is fitted on a training dataset and validation data tunes the model 
hyperparameters. Then the model has used that data indirectly in order to adjust the 
hyperparameters but never to learn. Test data is sample of data which is used to generate the 
unbiased evaluation for the final model which is fitted on the training dataset. This test dataset 
is an untouched dataset which is utilized to evaluate the particular model. As per this specific 
study, dataset training is conducted using the transfer learning technique. At the moment when 
the test gesture input is presented to the camera, the trained CNN classifier recognize the 




This proposed research has been undertaken by focusing on signers’ hand gestures. Human hand 
gestures of the signers have been presented as image dataset to train the system by image 
recognition implemented by a Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Due to the recent  
introduction of architecture optimizations for  Convolution Neural Network (CNN), it has become 
state of art in the task of image classification [75]. The technique used in this research is transfer 
learning with a Convolution Neural Network. The Google (InceptionV3) model has been selected 
as the pre-trained network to conduct the transfer learning. Vision-based human hand gesture 
recognition method has been used to implement the system and a web camera is the main source 
for getting the inputs and the datasets to be trained. This has been designed to recognize 26 
English alphabets and three other symbols such as ‘Delete’, ‘space’ and ‘nothing’ through human 
hand gestures using New Zealand sign language. This research is the initial step towards 
implementing a possible New Zealand Sign Language translator that can communicate in sign 
language while translating them into text mode or written language. 
This research, implementing a New Zealand sign language translator has been conducted based 
on the image recognition technology, which is a method of evaluating the patterns in image sets 
to classify each image [76]. This image recognition method usually contains four major steps [77].  
 
Figure 3.2:Image recognition Process. [77] 
 
As per the Fig 3.2, in the image acquisition step of the image recognition method, unprocessed 
images are retrieved and relevant class for the image is defined. Categorized images and relevant 
classes denote the dataset for the model [76]. In the image processing process, after completing 
the skin detection task, images are converted into RGB color model to HSV color model. As the 
result of that, white pixels of the mask which are considered as the skin region in the frame, are 
produced. Then applying of thresholding to the images, the boundaries of the hand in the image 











other pixel values except skin color pixel are omitted. The program returns the co-
ordinates(points) of boundary and their hierarchy of the hand in the image. Then the image data 
categorize into three main groups: training data, validation data and testing data sub classes. 
Then the images in the training sub class are augmented to let more noise to the data. The images 
in the testing sub class are also augmented to establish more practical real-life experience in 
testing. However, augmentation is not performed in validation dataset. The Python program 
written to conduct the training of the CNN, first creates an array for pixel values of dataset 
images, then, it performs distortions such as, cropping, scaling, flipping over each image to obtain 
better training results and. The next step is feature analysis.  
The next step is to insert the pre-trained architecture to the system in order to conduct the 
transfer learning. After importing the InceptionV3 model and generating new dataset, the 
training process of the model of this study begins. While freezing the all the layers except pool_3 
layer of the InceptionV3, the model is trained on new processed data with a new layer at the end. 
Features of the images (for example: edges, regions, corners) and identical patterns are analyzed 
at the training proc [60]. Pool_3 layer of the InceptionV3 model has been used as the bottleneck 
layer to conduct the feature extraction and bottleneck creation task. After processing the 
bottlenecks, the training of the new system begins with 2000 training steps. The prediction 
results then are compared with the actual trained labels(classes) and the weight of the final layer 
of the new CNN system is updated by the back-propagation process.  Image classification is the 
last phase of the process, where unseen, new images can be classified to a class from the 
predefined classes. 
The new model is trained and developed with the optimization built on the gradient descent 
method. The optimizer, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm and cost function, 
Categorical Cross entropy have been used as perform the classification of the model.  
min 𝐽(𝑤)𝑤  
Where J(.) denotes the loss function and w denotes the vector of the weight. 
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By applying SGD, learning rate of the model can be fixed and weight updating can be performed 
in each iteration as mentioned in the below equation. (Where the η denotes the learning rate 
and 𝑊𝑘 denotes the weight vector. 
𝑊𝑘 =  𝑊𝑘−1 − η ∇J(𝑊𝑘−1) 
SGD is an optimization method which uses a fixed learning rate and the weight updation is done 
in every iteration as described in the equation. A sub class of that SGD, the mini-batch stochastic 
gradient descent (SGD) is applied in this model to split the training dataset into various small 
batches which are capable of calculating model error and updating model coefficients. Mini-
batch stochastic gradient descent is a common gradient descent implementation used specially 
in deep learning field. Training process of the CNN network of this research takes place in 
Tensorflow-TensorBorad. The results of the conducted CNN training is set to store in different 
forms, such as, confusion matrix, training validation accuracy and training validation error by 
using skilearn library of Python.    
The next section will discuss the identified Key performance Index (KPI) of this proposed New 
Zealand sign Language translator.   
3.3 Evaluation and design measures. 
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are fundamentals ensuring the efficiency of the system. They 
act as the bridge between strategies and the obtained results. Following section discusses the 
identified key performance index for the proposed system of translating New Zealand sign 
language. Evaluating the machine learning algorithm is vital part of any proposed CNN project. 
Even though the designed model has provided satisfying results at the evaluation of accuracy 
score, but a poor result outcome may be generated when evaluated when compared and 
contrasted to other metrics. Most of the time classification accuracy is used to measure the 
overall performance of the designed model; however, that is not enough to judge a model’s 
performance. Therefore, evaluating a set of key performance Indicators for the certain model 
can be an ideal solution for judging the performance status.  Fig 3.3 shows the map for Key 
performance Indicators (KPIs) which have been used to evaluate the proposed New Zealand sign 
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Language translator. It consists of confusion matrix, F1 score, Training and Validation accuracy 
curves, Training and validation loss curves.  
 
Figure 3.3: Key Performance Indicators for Sign language translator. 
The following section of this chapter describes the identified KPIs in detail. The performance of 
the designed system has been considered when identifying the relevant Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI). These measurements are relevant throughout the development process of the 
research. Chapter 5 is dedicated to a discuss of the performance of the system designed for this 
research while evaluating the identified KPI for the proposed study.  
3.3.1 Confusion Matrix 
The Confusion Matrix also known as the Error Matrix, is one specific table layout in the machine 
learning field especially in the statical classification area. This enables the visualization of 
algorithm’s performance usually in the supervised learning category. Every row of the certain 
matrix signifies the occurrences in the predicted class, while at the same time every column 
signifies the occurrences in one actual class or else vice versa. The confusion matrix presents as 
NxN matrix, where the letter “N” is the certain number of each target class. The matrix compares 
every actual target figure with those predicted by the model in machine learning. This provides 
the whole view of the performance status of the classification model and what types of errors 
that can be made. As an example, for the binary classification problem, a 2x2 matrix is shown in 
Fig 3.4 below. 
KPI of the 
proposed Design












Figure 3.4:Confucion Matrix for two class classification problem. [78] 
 
As per the Fig 3.4, the target variable consists with two values namely, Positive and Negative. 
Actual values of the targeted variables are represented by the columns. Predicted values of 
targeted variable are represented by row. The figure shows, there are four different outputs, 
True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), False Negative (FN) and True Negative (TN).  
True Positive (TP):  
• The predicted value completely matches with the actual value. 
• The actual value is positive, and a positive value is predicted by the model. 
True Negative (TN): 
• The predicted value completely matches with the actual value. 
• The actual value is negative, and a negative value is predicted by the model. 
False Positive (FP): Also known as “Type 1 error.” 
• The predicted value is incorrectly predicted. 
• The actual value is negative, but the model forecast a positive value. 
False Negative (FN): Also Known as “Type 2 error” 
• The predicted value is incorrectly predicted. 
• The actual value is positive, but the model forecast a negative value. 
Predicted values are described as Positive or Negative, and actual values are described as True 




Figure 3.5:Indication of Actual Values and Predicted Values of Confusion Matrix. 
 
Accuracy Paradox: 
Sometimes, selecting a model with a low accuracy rate is more beneficial as it comes with a higher 
predictive power. As an example, if there is huge class imbalance, the model is able to predict 
the majority class’s value for all predictions, then obtain a high-level of classification accuracy. 
The issue is that the model is not valuable in that problem domain. So, such models require 
additional measures or key predictive analytics to evaluate the particular classifiers. Confusion 
Matrices are normally used to identify key predictive analytics such as accuracy, recall, precision, 
and specificity. Confusion Matrices are very beneficial as they provide straight comparison of 
values such as False Positives, True Positives, True Negatives and False Negatives.  
Accuracy:  
Accuracy is just the ratio of the accurate predictions to the sum of the predictions. For binary 





Accuracy alone does not provide the judgment of the overall performance of the model, 
especially when dealing with class-imbalanced datasets.   
Precision: 
TP is the sum of true positives while the FP is the sum of false positives. Precision is the sum of 
the positive predictions divided by sum of the predicted positive classes. This is also known as 







Precision can reveal the exact number of earlier correctly predicted values determined to be 
positive. 
Recall: 
Recall can reveal the exact number of positive cases which are able to predict accurately in the 





3.3.2 F1 Score 
The F1 score is one type of weighted average of sensitivity or the recall and precision. The F1 
score can be ideal solution when it requires a good balance between Recall and Precision. 
Practically, when trying to increase the model’s precision value, the recall value automatically 
goes down and vice-versa. This F1-score denotes the harmonic mean of Recall and Precision. 
Further, it provides the blended idea about both metrics. The standard equations for calculating 
F1 score are given below. 













3.3.3 Training Curve and Validation Curve 
Training curve for accuracy, validation curve for accuracy, training curve for loss and validation 
curve for loss are different types of learning curves in Machine learning Technology. Those 
learning curves are widely applied diagnostic tools for algorithms in Machine learning. Problems 
with model learning like overfit model and underfit model can be diagnosed by evaluating 
learning curves of the relevant models. Usually, learning curves are plotted to show experience 
or time on the axis x and improvement or learning on axis y. Learning curves(LC) are considered 
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to be  effective tools to monitor the performance of the classifications. Those curves denote a 
mathematical representation for the learning process that takes place during task repetition [79].  
LCs are commonly used in algorithms in machine learning that learn incrementally by optimizing 
its internal parameters, like deep neural networks. Maximizing can be the metric used when 
evaluating the learning process, such as classification accuracy. When performing the training 
process of the machine learning model, its status at each step of the training algorithm can be 
evaluated. It can be assessed on training datasets to evaluate how far the model can “learn”. It 
can be assessed on hold-out dataset(validation) which is not a part of training dataset. 
Performing the evaluation based on a Validation dataset provides an indication on how well the 
certain model is adapting properly to novel, unseen data which is called “Generalizing”. 
• Training Learning Curve: This is one type of a learning curve (LC) which is calculated by a 
training dataset. This provides information on how well a certain model is “Learning”. 
• Validation Learning Curve: This is one type of a learning curve (LC) which is calculated by 
the validation dataset(hold-out). This provides information on how well the certain 
model is “Generalizing”. 
In most of the designed machine learning models, it is very common to generate dual learning 
curves in their training process for both the validation dataset and the training dataset. In 
addition, some cases learning curves are produced based on multiple metrics. In such cases 
model performance and cross-entropy loss are evaluated by using classification accuracy. In that 
method, two plots can be created: learning curves for each of the metrics, and learning curves 
for both training dataset and validation dataset. 
• Optimization learning Curves: This is a type of a learning curve (LC) which is calculated 
based on the metric in which the model’s parameters are being optimized. Example: 
Loss. 
• Performance Learning Curve: This is a type of a learning curve (LC) which is calculated 





To evaluate the research question, a real-time New Zealand sign Language translator has been 
designed, built, assessed, and compared to the currently available sign language translators. This 
real time translator is expected to translate New Zealand human hand signs into complete 
sentences in text format. The KPI’s which have been identified in this chapter, directly participate 




 System Design and Development  
This chapter explains the conceptual design and the development process of this proposed 
system for translating New Zealand sign language into text mode by capturing human hand 
gestures. Firstly, selecting criteria of the suitable pre-trained model for the study are discussed. 
Secondly, data collection and data pre-processing are discussed prior to introducing the training 
process. Then training of Convolution neural network of this system (CNN) are introduced. 
Finally, the overall system design including hardware selection and software selection are 
presented to introduce the system architecture of the entire system.   
4.1 Pre-trained Model Selection 
As per the literature review and the prior section, different methods have been used to 
implement sign language translators through Convolution Neural Network (CNN). After studying 
prior research studies, the transfer learning method has been selected to train the Convolution 
Neural Network (CNN) of this proposed sign language translation system. As detailed in the prior 
section, there are multiple pre-trained datasets are available to conduct transfer learning. The 
following sections explains how the best pre-trained data model has been selected.  
The pre-trained model, Inception V3 primary aims at burning lower computational power by 
revising and modifying the initial Inception Architectures [80]. InceptionV3 of GoogleNet has 
proven and demonstrated to be more a computationally efficient dataset in the term of the 
economic cost acquired (memory of the system and other resources), and it is also better than 
other pretrained networks in terms of the number of data or the parameters [81].  
When implementing InceptionV3, several techniques have been used to loosen the constraints 
in order to make the model east to adapt. Those techniques contain regularization, factorized 
convolutions, parallelized computations and dimension reductions. The model basically functions 
as multiple numbers of convolution filters which are applied into the same input, including with 
several pooling. Then the results are concatenated. These phenomena let the model gains the 
advantage of feature extractions in multi-levels. For instance, the model can extract large filter 
size, 5X5 and small filter size, 1X1, at the same time. Further applying multiple features from 
certain multiple features enhances the performance of the network. In addition to the above 
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authentic features, one other fact makes InceptionV3 far better than other models. Most of the 
pre-trained models prior to Inception, operated convolution in channel wise and spatial wise 
domains together; but the Inception model performs cross-channel correlations by performing 
1X1 convolution while ignoring the spatial wise dimensions. Cross-channel and cross-spatial 
correlations follow this via 3X3 filters and 5X5 filters.  
Since 2014, Inception V3 has become popular amongst AI researchers mainly due to several 
major accomplishments. The Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2014 (ILSVRC2014) has 
ranked GoogleNet’s InceptionV3 in 1st place while placing the VGG16 pre-trained model in the 
2nd place in the image classification category. The lower error rate (high efficiency) and the less 
complexity of the architecture of the Inception model have been the major trigger for the above-
mentioned achievement. Further, InceptionV3 pre-trained model requires 92MB storage 
capacity, which is much lower than other popular pre-trained modules such as, ResNet, 
NASNetLarge and VGG. Nevertheless, IncetionV3 model generates higher accuracy levels than 
other pre-trained models, except NASNetLarge.  
The Inception pre-trained model provides greater benefits to the users compared to other 
popular models. The web site, Analytical Vidya [82] confirms that the Inception models of 
GoogleNet can perform convolutions with various filter sizes for the input, carry out Max Pooling 
and link the result outcome for Inception module which is next inline. The Inception module can 
reduce the parameters (number of data) drastically by introducing a 1*1 convolution operation. 
This is one significant point which highlights the high performance of the Inception models. 
Christian Szegedy,Vincent Vanhoucke, Sergey Ioffe and Jon Shlens   have determined the 
Inception model of GooleNet to be well performing pre-trained model [83]. In their paper, they 
compared this Inception model with other more popular models, such as VGGNet, AlexNet and 
selected the Inception model. Further they stated that even though the VGGNet model comes 
with a simple architectural feature, it comes with a high cost; it requires numerous computations 
when evaluating the network [84]. Further they have highlighted the higher performance of the 
Inception model of GoogleNet even under harsh constraints on computational budget and 
memory [85]. As an example, GoogleNet used around seven million parameters (in Inception V1), 
which represents 9x reduction compared to its predecessor AlexNet, which employed around 
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sixty million parameters. In addition, VGGNet utilizes 3x more data/parameters than AlexNet 
[83]. 
Considering all of the above facts, it is clear that InceptionV3 of GooleNet exihibits higher 
performance compared to other popular pre-trained models. Most importantly, the Inception V3 
model provides more benefits than other pre-trained models. In order to obtain higher 
performance including higher accuracy, the New Zealand sign Language translator uses in this 
research is InceptionV3 model and the last layers(pool_3) of the InceptionV3 model has been 
trained using captured gesture images.  
After processing the training for 87,000 numbers of image data through Google InceptionV3 
architecture in a Convolution neural network (CNN) for nearly 12 hours, the trained system is 
able to translate the signer’s hand gesture signs into text mode. This proposed system has been 
trained to translate the 26 Letters of the English Alphabet into New Zealand sign language, and 
then has been improved up to translating sentences instead of individual letters.  
4.2 System Development 
As per the Fig 4.1, the entire process of translating New Zealand sign language is based on three 
main stages. As the initial step, training datasets need to be captured: in this research a “Logi 
Tech” camera has been used to capture the gesture image sets. Training the datasets is the next 
step. For that a Jetson Nano developer kit has been used to train the algorithm using the transfer 
learning technique as this device is capable of participating in the higher computational cost, 
especially in large scale dataset model training processes. In the classify image stage, with the 




Figure 4.1: System block diagram for the software. 
 
4.2.1 CNN Structure of This Research 
The Convolutional Neural Network structure for this research follows the basic setup of the 
InceptionV3 pre-trained model. The simplified architecture of Inception V3 convolution neural 
network (CNN) from TensorBoard is in Fig 4.2. InceptionV3 is a deep neural network model which 
is difficult to train directly using a low powered machine. TensorFlow offers a tutorial for training 
the final layer of IncetionV3 for new classes using transfer learning technique [86]. As mentioned 
in the Methodology chapter, the transfer learning method has been used to maintain the 
parameters of the former layer while removing the last layer of GoogleNet(InceptionV3) . Finally, 
train.py retrains the last layer of the InceptionV3 model [72]. The total number of the classes in 
the dataset is equal to the number of nodes of the output at the last later of the CNN.    




Figure 4.2:Simplified CNN structure of the research. 
Image sizes of 299X299 are input to the InceptionV3 model in colored format. Then the input 
images go to first convolution layer which comes with three sets of filters. There are filters in 3x3 
size with stride 2(conv), 32 filters in 3x3 size with stride 1(conv_1) and 64 filters in 3x3 size with 
stride 1(conv_2). Every convolution layer performs batch normalization and ReLu operation in 
each layer. Then the data is passed to the pool layer(pool), which is 3x3 size and stride 2(pool). 
After pass by that pool layer, the image passes two convolution layers which are in two filter 
sizes. They are marked as conv_3 and conv_4 in Fig 4.2. Conv_3 comes with 80 filters in 1x1 size- 
stride 1 and conv_4 comes with 192 filters in 3x3 size -stride 1. As mentioned before, after every 
convolution layer, there is batch normalization and ReLu operation. Then the image is passed to 
another pool layer (pool_1) which comes with the size of 3x3 and stride 2. After this point the 
data will start to enter to the Inception block of the model and Inception operation will initiate 
from here. As the first step of the Inception operation, the images enter to three sets of Inception 
module A; namely, mixed, mixed_1 and mixed_2 in order to lower the computational cost by 
reducing the parameters. After reducing the parameters, the width, and the height of the gride 
is changed by forwarding the image to reduction block A, mixed_3. Then it passes to the Inception 
module B. The task of module B is repeated four times. After completing this step, image directs 
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to a reduction block (Reduction Block C), mixed_8. Then the Inception operation goes through 
two sets of Inception module C, mixed_9 and mixed_10. 
After successfully completing the Inception operation, CNN architecture is retrained using Pool_3 
layer. Pool_3 layer is retained for classifying the New Zealand sign alphabet and other several 
custom symbols. A fully-connected layer with 2048 neurons can be obtained after completing 
the retraining. Then the classifier layer can be obtained. Softmax fuction is applied to gain 1000 
neurons to the classifier. The output Softmax layer in the CNN structure is responsible for 
returning the probabilities of every patch belonging to every class and the label of patch is 
determined by the highest probability.  
4.2.2 Data Collection 
This research aims to translate a dual-handed sign language, New Zealand sign language. 
Although sign language gesture datasets are available for single handed sign languages such as 
American sign language, Indian sign languages, in many online databases, gesture datasets for 
dual-handed sign language are not available. Therefore, training a convolution neural network 
system to translate hand signs of the dual-handed New Zealand sign language requires a high-
quality classification dataset. However, the literature review found there is no evidence for any 
available database relevant to New Zealand sign language image sets. Consequently, required 
classification dataset has been collected in order to perform the training.  
4.2.3 Captured Dataset. 
The dataset for this research study has been gathered by running image_capture.py, Python 
program. Images in the dataset are 200 pixels in width and 200 pixels in height from depth 
images. A Python program for capturing gesture images has been designed to create a Regional 
of Interest (ROI) having the dimensions of 100mm from top, 150 mm from right, 400mm from 
bottom and 450 mm from left of the capturing screen. Only the gesture in the ROI area have been 
saved as an image; therefore, the entire hand gesture needs to be inside the ROI area when 
performing the gestures in front of the camera.  The gestures in the ROI area are constantly 
tracked until the program achieves the required gesture images.  The program itself flips the 
frame as to avoid the difficulty of mirrored images. The program has set to capture 3000 images 
per each class. The required number of classes and the number of images can be entered to the 
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running terminal of the Python program. For this proposed study, 29 different classes have been 
added. This includes 26 different New Zealand signs for English alphabet and three other gestures 
for “Delete” function, “Space” function and “Nothing” (refer Fig 4.3). Each class consists of 3000 
different images. The entire dataset contains 87,000 images. 
 





In order to obtain the best performance of the trained system, the input dataset should be 
gathered by having intra-class variations, such as shape variations, rotation variations and 
orientation variations [87]. In the dataset, the signers have changed the hand orientations and 
rotated the gestures when the images in the same data class are being captured. Apart from that, 
accuracy of the overall performance of the sign language translator can be obtained by varying 
the background of the sign gesture and lighting the background of the sign gesture. [88]. 
Therefore, the dataset for this proposed New Zealand sign language translator is also captured 
and collected under different background lighting conditions, rotating the sign, adding obstacles 
to the background, and varying the shape of the sign. Some samples of the intra class variation 
of the dataset are given in the Fig 4.4-4.7 below. 
 
Figure 4.4:Example for differing the lighting condition when capturing the gesture for Letter “B”. 
(Extracted from the training dataset of this proposed NSL translating system). 
 
 
Figure 4.5:Example for rotating the sign view when capturing the gesture for Letter “B”. (Extracted from 





Figure 4.6:Example for adding obstacles to the background when capturing the gesture for Letter “B”. 
(Extract from the training dataset of this proposed NSL translating system). 
 
Figure 4.7:Example for varying the shape of the sign when capturing the gesture for Letter “B”. (Extract 
from the training dataset of this proposed NSL translating system). 
 
4.2.4 Data Pre-Processing and Training. 
Both image preprocessing and training the Convolution Neural network (CNN) have been done 
by train.py, Python program. Preprocessing of images is essential as the images gathered from 
the camera might contain different formats. However, Image_capture.py, Python program is set 
to save the images in 200x200 pixels and in JPEG, color format. After collecting the required 
dataset, preprocessing of the images are conducted by the traing.py, Python program. In order 
to improve the results, that Python program run the raw data images through several distortions 
such as scaling, cropping and flipping. These are applied to make the model suitable for the 
variations expect in the actual world and to train the model to cope more effectively with the 
natural data.   
Cropping of the input images is performed by placing a randomly positioned boundary box in the 
original image. The cropping parameters control the boundary box size compared to the input 
image. If the value is zero, the boundary box size will be the same as input. In that case, cropping 
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is not performed. If the detected value is 50%, the cropping box would be the half size of height 
and width of the input. After performing that cropping task, train.py is programmed to conduct 
the image flipping and image scaling tasks. Apart from performing the above mention pre-
processing data, train.py is coded to build a list for training data from the system and to analyze 
each sub-folder in the image directory while dividing them into a stable testing set, training set, 
and validation set. Then it has returned a detailed data structure explaining the image list for 
each of the labels with their paths. 
After completing the image preprocessing, the initial step of the model training has been begun 
by passing it through the pre trained architecture, InceptionV3 which is trained at ImageNet 
images. This is one of the major training methods in Convolution Neural network (CNN), and it is 
called Transfer learning. Transfer learning is applied to an existing model and retrain the last few 
layers of the pre trained model to classify the new image sets. As the rapid development of the 
Artificial intelligence field, there is a wide range of image recognition models which come with 
millions of parameters. The pre-trained model selected for this research is one major model used 
in modern research. Training pre-trained models from their scratch requires a large amount of 
labeled data for training and requires high computing power (normally hundreds of great 
processing power/GPU-hours). This transfer learning technique can bypass the training by 
extracting a part of the model which has been trained already for the related task and 
reprocessing it in the new model. 
A main advantage of applying this Transfer learning technique stems from Convolution Neural 
Network’s (CNN) capability to learn both features and the weights related to each feature. Similar 
to other algorithms in Machine Learning, Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) seek to enhance 
some other objective functions, in particular the loss function. In this research, the loss function 

















N= number of system Training examples. 
C= number of classes. 
𝑓𝑗(𝑧) denotes the Softmax function. It uses z, the feature vector for a provided training example, 
and then squashes their values to [0,1] vector (summing the real numbers to 10. The Loss 
equation, which is given above, collects the mean loss of each training example (xi) in order to 
provide the total Softmax loss. This Softmax centered classification head provides the output 
values similar to the probabilities of each of the New Zealand sign language alphabet letter. 
 
Figure 4.8:standard convolution neural network model Architecture (green color lines represents the 
all the weights and biases training. 
As shown in the Fig 4.8, a fully trained convolution neural net receives input parameters in the 
very first layer and feeds the data forward sequentially while transforming them simultaneously 
until the 2nd to last layer of the network has built a high-level input representation which is 
capable to be transformed easily into a final net output. The complete model training involves 
the weight optimization and the bias terms which are used in every connection. These are 
labelled in green.  
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4.2.5 Bottleneck Training 
 
Figure 4.9:Model Architecture for a neural network model in Transfer Learning. 
As shown in Fig 4.9, the layer just before the final layer is called bottleneck layer and that layer is 
responsible for pushing the required values of the regression model or the classification model’s 
softmax probabilities to the final network layer.Red lines of the Fig 4.9 indicate the fixed biases 
and the weights while the green lines indicate the training of weights and biases of the final layer 
only. Bias is the representation of an additional neuron included with every pre-output layer, and 
it stores value “1” for every action and in fixed biases while fixing the weights. The training 
classifiers took more than 12 hours and passed through 2000 numbers of training steps. That 
training time will depend on the machine speed. Train.py program has been set to analyze all 
images which are on disk of the computer and then cache the relevant bottleneck values for 
every single image as the first phase of training the image. 
The word, “Bottleneck” is an unofficial term used for introducing the penultimate layer before 
the output layer. Bottleneck is the layer where the actual classification of the new model has 
done. As per the TensorFlow hub, this is called “image feature vector”. This bottleneck layer or 
has been trained to provide a set of output values which are sufficient for the classifier to classify 
all classes it is asked to identify. That suggests that layer has to be compact and meaningful image 
summary as it needs to compact sufficient information into the classifier to come up with a good 
choice from a small value set. This transfer learning method provides more benefits to the 
program. The main benefit is that training a pre trained dataset is faster than starting training 
from scratch.  
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4.2.6 Googlenet (Inceptionv3) Architecture Model 
Train.py program is developed to train the bottleneck layer of the GoogleNet InceptionV3 model 
to recognize and identify other image classes. This open-source model, InceptionV3, contain 
more than 25 million parameters pre-trained with high quality hardware. Therefore, this 
InceptionV3 model has well-fitted parameters along with bottleneck layers and highly optimized 
input data representation. In order to link the InceptionV3 architecture model to our system, 
train.py is designed to download the InceptionV3 model to the proposing system through a data 
URL (uniform resource identifier) which offers the path to input data in external sources. As per 
the train.py program, which is attached to the appendix of this thesis, the bottleneck tensor size, 
model input width, model input height and model input depth are used as 2048, 299,299 and 3 
respectively. The InceptionV3 model for this research is shown in the Fig 4.10 below (including 
parameters detailed above). 
 




Figure 4.11:Bottleneck file creation in training Terminal of the proposed reserch. 
 
The training of this system is based on the technique called, transfer learning of deep learning. 
That technique is applied to retrain the InceptionV3 pre-trained deep learning model. The 
features of every data image is extracted and then necessary elements are saved as bottlenecks 
in order to minimize the computational expenses. Those trained models are used to generate 
TensorFlow graphs that are, in turn, used in the model’s recognition stage. Fig 4.11 illustrates the 
created bottlenecks for the Sign language translator training which is taken from the training 
terminal of the program. When conducting the training for this research, 2000 training steps and 
100 numbers of batch sizes have been used. Therefore, altogether 87,000 bottlenecks have been 
created in the system.  
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4.2.7 Algorithm and CNN Model Training 
 
Figure 4.12: Algorithm for InceptionV3 model training for this proposed New Zealand sign language 
translator. 
 
Fig 4.12 represents the complete algorithm which is used to train the InceptionV3 model to 
obtain the system for translating New Zealand sign language and display it as text mode. As per 
Downloading the Google InceptionV3 Architecture 
model and setting it up
Collecting the image sets and seperate them into 
training dataset, validating dataset and testing dataset.
Running inference on 
images inorder to extract 
the "bottleneck" layer.
Caching the required bottlenecks. 
Adding a fully connected layer and a new softmax to 
proceed the traning. (Fully connectedlayer will be added 
to InceptionV3 model).
Adding the new layer  which need to be trained.
Setting up all of the weights to its' initial default values. 
initiating the training of the model by adding the desired 
number of  training steps and batch size. ( As per this 
research , 2000 numbers of training steps and 100 
numbers of batch size have been used).
Writing out all relevant trained graphs and the relevant 
labels with weights whih are stored as constants.  
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this algorithm, after the bottlenecks are created, the actual training for the top layer in the 
network commences. Then the training terminal displays the step output series which are 
indicating validation accuracy, training accuracy and cross entropy. The validation accuracy 
denotes the precision of a randomly chosen image group from a different image set. Cross 
entropy is the loss function which shows how far the learning process has progressed. The overall 
objective of the training is to minimize the loss. 
4.3 System design. 
In this section, the experimental platform for the proposed New Zealand sign language translator 
is presented. Specifically, the hardware used and the process of installing all the essential 
software for the proposed system is discussed.  
4.3.1 Hardware Selection. 
The purpose of this classification is to translate New Zealand signs into text mode through the 
gesture interpretation of the signer. This includes translating 26 letters in English alphabet and 3 
other custom symbols (delete, space, nothing). Most importantly, this proposed system can 
translate entire sentences and show it in the display (text mode). Table 4.1 below illustrates the 
specifications of the hardware used for the experiments in this thesis.  




NVIDIA Tegra X1 
(NVGPU)/integrated 
Processor ARMv8 Processor rev 1(v8l) x 4 
OS type  64 bit 
Memory 3.9GiB 
Operating System  Ubuntu  




4.3.2 Graphical Processing Unit-GPU selection. 
Generally, the Graphical Processing Unit-GPU consists of a wide range of processing cores. GPUs 
act as accelerators which are employed to perform fast matrix calculations in parallel. These kinds 
of devices are normally very affordable since the developments of the GPUs is inspired by the 
gaming industry [89].The performance of computer vision algorithm is based on not only in large 
dataset and deep learning technique but also on developed parallel computer architecture which 
allows sufficient training on multiple layers in neural networks [90]. In addition, a modern GPU 
come with powerful graphic engine and an extremely parallelized computing processor 
containing high memory bandwith and high throughput for huge parallel algorithms. GPUs 
normally operate remarkably well on multiplications which are essential for training in neural 
networks [91].  Therefore, learning the process can be accelerated dramatically by providing a 
higher memory bandwidth to the CPUs.  
The reason why Graphics Processing Units are well suited for developing algorithms in deep 
neural network is the similarity between GPUs’ image or data manipulation task and the 
mathematical core of neural network [92]. Considering their advantages, Graphics Processing 
Units have become the usual choice in hardware implementation. Both NVIDIA Jetson Nano 
developer kit and NVIDIA Jetson TX2 developer kit are the two of the most efficient computers 
that can perform image processing in deep neural network, mainly due to low processing time 
[93].   
4.3.3 Jetson Nano Developer Kit 
In this research, NVIDIA Jetson Nano devices have been used as they come with high 
computational cost when processing large scale data in algorithms, which applies to deep 




Figure 4.13: NVIDIA Jetson Nano device. 
 
NVIDIA Jetson nano developer kit is most recent offering from the GPU manufacturer NVIDIA for 
Artificial Intelligence applications in the field of edge computing. This manufacturer offers 
different types of Jetson modules with unique capabilities. Each model comes with a computing 
system packaged like a plug-in element (System on module) [94]. Fig 4.14 illustrates the features 
included in NVIDIA Jetpack software development Kit (SDK). The Jetpack SDK contains libraries, 
OS images, APIs, documentation, samples and developer tools. Further NVIDIA Jetpack SDK offers 
following modules [89]: 
• TensorRT- software development Kit for high-performance and high-level deep learning 
inference. 
• cuDNN— Graphical Processing accelerated library for models in deep neural networks.  
• CUDA—CUDA Toolkit offers a complete development environment for C++ and C 
developers developing GPU-accelerated applications. 
• Multimedia API—Video decoding and encoding. 
• Developer Tools—The toolkit contains debugging, Nsight Eclipse Edition, and profiling 
tools with Nsight Compute, along with a toolchain designed for cross-compiling 
applications. 




Figure 4.14:NVIDIA Jetpack SDK [94] 
From this background, a system is developed to translate New Zealand sign language and display 
it in text mode. This research is completely in the area of image classification which is performed 
through NVIDIA Jetson Nano device [89], [95], [96]. The Jetson Nano device is a powerful small 
machine which is capable of executing various parallel neural network algorithms. Object 
detection, audio detection, speech or audio processing and segmentation can be implemented 
in addition to image classification by using this powerful device.  
4.3.4 Software Selection 
The training of this proposed New Sign language translating system has been conducted using 
Google’s Tensorflow, one of the best and most popular Deep Learning Frameworks. Specifically, 
the tf 1.13.1 GPU is the compatible TensorFlow version for this system. This machine learning 
framework makes the process of training models, acquiring data, refining future results, and 
serving predictions less difficult and daunting. Table 4.2 illustrates the main softwares which have 




Table 4.2: Compatible Software version for the proposed system. 
Name of the software Relevant version 






As discussed in the Methodology chapter and this system Design and Development chapter, the 
image capturing, and convolution neural network training of the proposed system has been 
carried out image_capture.py and train.py programs which are written in Python programming 
language. (refer the annex). In the next chapter, Experimental Results are discussed.
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 Experimental Results  
After introducing the architecture and the working principle of the proposed system in the above 
chapters, it is necessary to convey that how far this research has been successful. Therefore, the 
purpose of this chapter is to bring up the evidence which fulfill the research goal. For that, as the 
initial step, research outcome of this study will be presented by exhibiting the performance of 
the implemented system in real time. Thereafter, research goals will be addressed by presenting 
the Key performance indicators for the implanted system. 
5.1 Introduction 
The research aim of this study was to find out whether translating New Zealand sign language 
into text format by training Convolution Neural Network (CNN) with human hand gestures could 
be successfully accomplished. After training the system through transfer learning technique 
Convolution Neural Network (CNN), the system was tested in order to evaluate the performance 
of the study. In the following section, evidence for the performance of the experiment is 
presented and later analyzed.  
5.1.1 Experimental Results 
Neural network training for this study has been conducted with the learning rate of 0.01 in 
Code-OSS, open-source software. After successfully completing the training of the system, 
Recognize_gesture.py program has been initiated to test the trained system. Some of the 




Figure 5.1: Demonstrating translation through sign language translator. 
Most of the research that has been conducted so far has been confined to translating only one 
sign and to classify it as a word. Apart from creating a translator for a dual-handed sign language, 
the other novelty of this research is to present the gesture prediction that can be expanded to 
display sentences as well. The recognition of the gesture is based on capturing a picture of the 
relevant sign and then feeding it to the deep learning neural classifier model. Next, the best-fitted 
result is generated including their scores. In other words, with the help of this trained network, 
the signer can perform their signing in front of the camera, which is connected with the system, 
and then the system can translate the performed signs into text mode in real time. One example 




5.1.2 Image Classification by using an image as the input. 
In order to obtain classifying scores of the gesture signs for each 26 numbers of English Alphabet 
and three other symbols (“Delete”, “Nothing”, “Space”), the Python program, score.py has been 
run in Code-OSS open-source software. Fig 5.2 illustrates some of the collected scores for symbol 
“A” and “B”. All the collected scores for each 29 symbols can be found below from the Fig 5.3. 
Actual Sign      - 
Predicted Sign- 





Actual Sign      - 
Predicted Sign- 





Figure 5.2:Examples for Classifying scores in Code-OSS. 
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Table 5.1 Obtained Classification scores for each Letter and symbol. 
 Name of the Letter or Symbol Obtained Score 
1.  Letter ‘A’ 0.90354 
2.  Letter ‘B’ 0.97768 
3.  Letter ‘C’ 0.76610 
4.  Letter ‘D’ 0.99358 
5.  Letter ‘E’ 0.92208 
6.  Letter ‘F’ 0.95220 
7.  Letter ‘G’ 0.96902 
8.  Letter ‘H’ 0.95675 
9.  Letter ‘I’ 0.97657 
10.  Letter ‘J’ 0.99086 
11.  Letter ‘K’ 0.93127 
12.  Letter ‘L’ 0.99502 
13.  Letter ‘M’ 0.98151 
14.  Letter ‘N’ 0.86590 
15.  Letter ‘O’ 0.90021 
16.  Letter ‘P’ 0.93939 
17.  Letter ‘Q’ 0.98046 
18.  Letter ‘R’ 0.97461 
19.  Letter ‘S’ 0.87284 
20.  Letter ‘T’ 0.86395 
21.  Letter ‘U’ 0.81841 
22.  Letter ‘V’ 0.93872 
23.  Letter ‘W’ 0.87002 
24.  Letter ‘X’ 0.91299 
25.  Letter ‘Y’ 0.88299 
26.  Letter ‘Z’ 0.97700 
27.  Letter ‘space’ 0.98462 
28.  Letter ‘nothing’ 0.98006 
29.  Letter ‘del’ 0.97006 
 
As described in the Methodology and Development chapters, the training of this proposed sign 
language translating system is based on transfer learning technique in Deep Learning, and the 
GoolgleNet (INceptionV3) model has been used as the pre trained model to conduct the retaining 
of the system. In the training process, the features from each input data image are extracted, 
and the necessary elements are saved and stored as Bottlenecks in order to save the 
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computational expenses. Thereafter, those trained models are used to generate the overall 
accuracy of the system, training accuracy and validation accuracy graphs, and other identified KPI 
values which are used to identify the performance level of the system. The output result of the 
train.py that has been displayed in Code-OSS is mentioned in Fig 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.3: Displaying Training Accuracy in Code-OSS. 
 
As displayed in Fig 5.4, this proposed New Zealand Sign Language translator using convolution 
neural Network (CNN) of this thesis is able to obtain 99.1 % final test accuracy. This test accuracy 
for the CNN network has been obtained using a batch size of 100, 2000 training steps and a 0.01 
learning rate. When training a model in machine learning, one of the major requirements is to 
avoid the model overfitting. In order to find out a model’s overfitting status, data scientists use 
a special technique known as cross validation where the data is spitted into two sections: training 
dataset and validation dataset. That training dataset is used to conduct the training of the model 
while the validation dataset is used to conduct the evaluation of the model’s performance. 
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Metrics of the training dataset allows to see the progress of the model in terms of training of the 
model while metrics of the model in the validation dataset allow them to obtain a measure of 
the model’s quality or the model’s output. Using this information, the overall test accuracy, 
training accuracy, validation accuracy and cross entropy at each step have been identified for this 
study. Each of these values can be obtained from the same figure, Fig 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.4: Graph for Training and Validation Accuracy of the NSL Translating system. 
 













Letter/symbol Recall Precision F1 Score 
A 93.8 95.7 94.7 
B 97.0 99.0 98.0 
C 98.7 79.4 88.0 
D 98.0 99.0 98.5 
E 94.8 94.8 94.8 
F 88.0 99.0 93.1 
G 99.0 99.0 99.0 
H 99.0 98.0 98.5 
I 97.0 100.0 98.5 
J 97.1 100.0 98.5 
K 94.9 96.9 95.9 
L 90.9 100.0 95.2 
M 88.3 99.0 93.3 
N 91.6 90.6 91.1 
O 94.7 92.8 93.8 
P 94.9 95.9 95.4 
Q 97.0 100.0 98.5 
R 98.0 100.0 99.0 
S 97.6 93.5 95.5 
T 93.5 86.9 90.1 
U 95.3 90.1 92.7 
V 96.9 95.9 96.4 
W 96.7 89.7 93.0 
X 98.9 93.8 96.3 
Y 96.7 88.9 92.6 
Z 100.0 100.0 100.0 
space 99.0 100.0 99.5 
nothing 100.0 100.0 100.0 
del 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Table 5.2: Obtained Recall, Precision and F1 score values of the NSL Translating system. 
 
Fig 5.5 illustrates the training & validation accuracy curves and Fig 5.6 demonstrates the cross-
entropy graph. Training & Validation loss is given in Fig 5.7. The calculated Confusion Matrix for 
the developed system is shown in Fig 5.8. Another evaluating matrix, the F1 score, is displayed in 
Table 5.1 for each trained letter and symbol. Another accuracy indicator of Convolution neural 
network model is the kappa co-efficient, which for this trained model is 0. 957.The kappa co-
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efficient measures the agreement between truth values and classification. It can be a value from 
0 to 1. If the kappa co-efficient value equals to 0, there is not any agreement between truth 
values (truth image) and classified images. If the Kappa value equals to 1, truth values and 
classified images are totally identical. Therefore, the higher the kappa value, the more precise 





 Discussion  
In this discussion chapter, the focus is on identifying how research findings are related to research 
problems. This will provide more clearer view of the study and how far proposed hypothesis 
could be verified by interpreting the results. The second part of the study limitations and 
challenges encountered are discussed. The final section of the chapter discusses discussing 
recommendations to overcome challenges faced during the research study.  
6.1 Discussion 
New Zealand sign language gestures are based on dual-hand operations and are complicated to 
interpret compared to single handed sign languages. This research focuses on testing and 
verifying the hypothesis “Dual-handed sign Languages, especially New Zealand sign language 
can be interpreted into text mode based on human hand gestures”.  Findings have been 
obtained using AI based image processing system developed using CNN architecture and Jetson 
Nano kit as hardware. The Python programming language has been used to program the system.   
After completing the InceptionV3 model retraining, 99.1% of test accuracy has been obtained 
(result is displayed in Fig 5.4). Test accuracy is presented using sensitivity and specificity of the 
trained system. Most importantly, the test method can be justified when obtaining a higher test 
accuracy. That means the system is fully capable of performing the assigned task it is trained for.   
This test accuracy directs the user to realize how reliable are the obtained results. Having a higher 
test score value is necessary to validate the hypothesis of the research.  
In real time application, it is required to achieve a higher classifying score to evaluate the 
performance of the classification ability of the system. Each letter or a symbol has achieved its 
individual classification scores based on metrics and algorithms used. In the experimental stage 
of this research, a classifying score for each letter from A-Z and three other symbols have been 
identified using gesture images as inputs. Those identified scores for 29 letters and symbols are 
varied between 98% and 76% (Refer Table 5.3). However, the classifying scores are not enough 
to measure the model’s performance. Therefore, apart from these measurements, some other 
Key Performances Indicators have been evaluated in this study.  
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Evaluating and measuring different metrics is useful for judging the model performance of a CNN 
system. Therefore, a set of KPIs, such as confusion matrix, F1 score, training and validation 
accuracy curves, training and validation loss curves have been calculated and presented in 
chapter 5 Experimental Results. As per Fig 5.8, confusion matrix which is a way to summarize the 
performance for a classification algorithm, has been presented for this research. By adhering to 
the confusion matrix table Recall scores and Precision scores have been identified individually to 
obtain the F1 score which is another technique to evaluate the model performance. The F1 score 
of this research has varied between 88% and 100%  (calculated for each 26 letters and 3 symbols). 
The dynamics and the shape of learning curve is useful for evaluating the behavior of any machine 
learning algorithm. As per the Fig 5.7, which presents the Training and validation loss curve, it is 
clear that the learning curve reveals a good fit for the following reasons: 
• The plot for training loss has been lowered to the stability point. 
• The plot for validation loss has been lowered to the stability point and maintained a 
lower gap with training curve. [97] 
The training and validation accuracy learning curves for this research, which are shown in Fig 5.5, 
display a good fit learning process of the trained system.  
This result demonstrates higher accuracy values in the overall performance of the model and the 
individual performance of each letter or symbol. Those higher accuracy values are able to verify 
the research hypothesis of this study. That means, it is proven that gesture signs of dual-hand 
New Zealand sign language, can be translated into text format and displayed as entire sentences 
with high accuracy.        
6.2 Limitations and Challenges Along with Their Acknowledgments. 
This research study might contain some limitations. This research has been surveyed and 
analyzed research articles published mostly between 2002-2020, using word phrases such as 
“Sign Language translator” and “Image recognition”. Research articles which may have been 
done for dual-handed sign languages and research articles which are focused on dynamic signs 
could not be extracted. Apart from that, this research has limited the search of research articles 
and publications to online database. There could be other printed academic articles which may 
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have been able to offer more comprehensive details related to sign language translators in real 
time; but due to the Covid-19 pandemic, there was limited access to the library. Although 
conducting research on Sign language recognition began several years back, it is still in its infancy, 
because no such system has been able to deploy on a scale that is capable of interpreting signs 
of large vocabularies in real time. The difficulties to implementing a strong system still exist 
including database scalability, hand occlusion, high computational cost, and illumination 
environment changes.  
Apart from the above-mentioned limitations, there has been plenty of challenges when 
conducting this research study. The main one was to identify the suitable and compatible 
software to the Jetson Nano developer kit. It is essential to install an efficient framework to 
perform effective computations at higher speed. TensorFlow with GPU (Graphics Processor Unit) 
was the ideal solution for that but, finding the compatible TensorFlow version with Jetson Nano 
-Jetpack which includes OS images specially for JETSON products with APIs and libraries, 
developer tools samples and documents, proved to be challenging. As per the official website of 
NIVIDIA developers, TensorFlow GPU can work with only the older versions of the Jetpack pack 
[98]. This is a crucial selection as the final performance of the model keenly relies on TensorFlow 
performance. As an example, the TensorFlow GPU version can complete a training overnight 
while TensorFlow CPU might take weeks to do the same training. The modern jetpack versions 
are only compatible with TensorFlow CPU versions. The best versions of TensorFlow and jetpack 
for this research model have been selected after doing couple of trial trainings. TensorFlow-GPU 
version 1.13.1 and Jetson Nano-Jetpack version 4.2.2 have been selected and installed into the 
system. Even though setting up the TensorFlow GPU was somewhat complicated, the overall 
performance obtained was well worth it. In this specific study, TensorFlow-GPU convolution 
neural network (CNN) training is much faster than when using TensorFlow-CPU. For this research 
study it took only around 12 hours to complete the training using TensorFlow-GPU 1.13.1.  
Moreover, even though TensorFlow GPU is the best performance framework, GPU training 
requires huge memory of which available memory is the main limiting factor. In order to 
overcome that issue, different solutions have been analyzed. Among them, adding an additional 
swap memory has been the best practical solution for my specific model. Swap memory, which 
is a sperate space on the disk has been able to continue the training when the physical Rando-
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Access Memory (RAM) memory is full. For the Ubuntu system of this study, 6 GB Swap memory 
has been added. When the Ubuntu system run out of RAM, inactive pages which are in Ram has 
been moved to swap space in order to vacant the RAM memory. Consequently, the research 





 Conclusion and Future Directions 
In this chapter 6, the last chapter of the thesis, initially the overall discussion for the proposed 
New Zealand Sign language translator is presented, and later, limitations and challenges that 
were experienced when conducting this research study will be discussed. Finally, some ideas for 
implanting this research study into future applications is reviewed.  
7.1 Conclusion 
Implementing an efficient method to translate dual-handed sign language recognition using 
image data is still considered a challenge. Similarity of gestures, signs with several meanings, user 
context, and accent lead to ambiguity. Initially, most of the literature and web articles were 
reviewed to identify the research gap for implementing sign language translators. In that step, 
the difficulty of translating dual-handed sign language into written language has been identified 
as a vital existing problem for deaf community. The deaf people in New Zealand adhere to a dual-
handed sign language called, New Zealand Sign language (NZSL) and that has been selected as 
the main sign language addressed in the study. After identifying the research gap related to 
gesture-based sign language translators, goals for this research have been identified. The main 
goal of this research study is to find out NZSL could be successfully translated into text format. A 
literature review has been then conducted to clarify the research problem, the importance of 
addressing the identified problem, and the existing methods for implementing the system. After 
a thorough review of the online literature, the Convolution neural network (CNN) based transfer 
learning method has been used to implement the NZSL translator. Even though implementing 
systems for recognizing sign language systems go back to the late 70s’ [19], there is no record of 
implementing translators for dual-handed sign languages. Consequently, it took considerable 
time to gather the relevant information and device with a design to train the system. 
In order to train the neural network, it is essential to gather an accurate dataset that is relevant 
to New Zealand sign language. Even though there are several online databases to download 
single-handed sign language datasets, there is no resource for a double-handed sign language. 
Therefore, this research study has been begun from scratch. In order to increase the accuracy of 
the dataset, images have been collected under differing the background lighting conditions, 
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rotating the sign, adding obstacles to the background, and varying the shape of the sign. 
Gathering 87,000 images is time consuming work and a challenging task. The pre-trained model 
called GoogleNet(InceptionV3) has been used as the pre-trained model for this network, and the 
training was conducted by using CNN algorithms. As per the algorithm, after the bottlenecks are 
created, the actual training for the top layer in the network begins. Then the training terminal 
displays the step output series, which indicate validation accuracy, training accuracy and cross 
entropy. It has taken more than 12 hours to complete the training of the Convolution neural 
network (CNN) for this proposed system.  
Compared to the research outcomes found in the published research, this prototype sign 
language translating system has achieved a higher recognition rate of 99.1%. Further, to verify 
the higher model performance rate, graphs for training accuracy, validation accuracy, training 
loss and validation loss has been plotted. Apart from those basic graphs, confusion matrix and 
other relevant values, recall, precision, F1 Score and kappa value have been calculated to validate 
the classification performance of the proposed system. Those graphs and values are able to 
validate this implemented system for translating NZSL. As the final step, the trained system has 
been tested with using few different signers. The trained system is able to identify the gesture 
signs which were performed in front of the camera and translated them into text in the display. 
Some example images of the testing are displayed in the results and discussion chapter above. 
As per that Fig 5.1, the system is able to translate the sign for “Hello AI WORLD”.  
So far, the results of the research study are promising enough to open the doors to various phases 
of practical applications. Further, InceptionV3 can be seen as the most suitable architectural pre-
trained model to be implemented into appliances that are having low processing units. This 
gathered image data for English Alphabet and other symbols in NZSL will be saved in an online 
database to be shared with scientific community. It is hoped that this proposed system can be 
developed up to a program that allows people to communicate with each other regardless of 
their hearing ability.   
7.2 Future Directions 
This research study has identified a communication barrier between deaf people and haring-
unimpaired people and has developed a prototype to identify and translate New Zealand gesture 
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signs into English texts to bridge that communication gap. In the future, a fully operational system 
can be developed through this proposed NZSL translator to translate New Zealand signs into both 
text and speech, and to make that framework supportive for several platforms that use mobile 
based and web-based technologies. In order to determine the feasibility of the prototype in the 
educational field, interviews and surveys can be conducted through teachers who teach deaf 
students in separate classrooms or in mixed classes where hearing-unimpaired students and deaf 
students study together. Apart from that, the reverse version of this research outcome is also 
possible. In future, this proposed framework could be implemented to translate English 
sentences, which are in text mode or speech mode, into New Zealand gesture signs and that 
output can be integrated into multiple platforms, such as mobile based or web-based 
applications. Further this research work can be expanded to handling commands in video games 






























A video demonstration of identifying New Zealand signs by the implemented system of this 
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